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Abstract of Dissertation

Pu·~.E~:!.t..£.:

l'he pu·.:-pose of th~s study Has to co::-:'fp.arr: tbe expPctations a~ t.J the role
and function of ct~ county Rchool superi~t~nd~nt ~£ s~llaol£ in C~liforn~a as petceivcd
by county- sch0ol supcri.~1tenCC!nts and follr o~ rhei.r rc.:!ierenr: ~roups.
Specifically, an
e~anination was made of th~ si~ilarities ~nd differ~nce3 exisling betwt·~rl and/or
1
among the follm..-ing: two set:s of dat&:
(1) county superint::nt:!2.nt s percr:-~·tio~s or
jt1dgrnenta about selected functions p"!rtaining to t.~.~ir role as administ:·atar~ .1:1d
r<!fer~t·t ~~t·-"J•Jp9
i.e~, ctatf:! L:;sisiator9,
dist·r1ct schoo~ boaras ar.~ ~:L.•nr:.-;t Y:hLcl supcL·iu·er,t.!cnts.
It WC!~ liypothe:.:i~ed that si;nificani:. :Hfierences exist betw::e:n th+':! per·:-<::::~)ti.:.1nS of
county school superintendent and the P.~ectatians of ttiese reieren~ gro1 "'S with
reap~ct t~ the role of tLe cuunty scf-oci su?eri~t~::df:nt.
ThE hypotheses were st.e.tcd
in the null fonr., thr,t: no di~f.;n·nc!~t.o e:d.et:. t\:rtll('r i.nvr-stig:tion~ wr::.c~ made 2s to
differeno::es existing bet~veen· coLmtif's oi dif£cr~nl". owe-rage d.:tily attt!nCar,o:,e (county
ele:ssificaticr,s I I - VI). 11K nE-~d for the Jtu.dy centers la!'~~ly on t!:•.? t.a•~t that
the pul:-ltc!s insi:.a~uce Uj)On accountability enJ effLciency derr.and constr'..!ctive ch.J.r.~~a
in the system~ Increasingly~ questio:1s are bt:!i!lg r~ieed as to the P•)tP.ntL&lities
of the role oi the co'.!nty school su~e!'i~teP(h~r.cy ia ;:;ulifor~ia.

(2) tbe ju.d..;r;ent.B or eY.p•JCt:nti•:J-ns ')[ fot.IL"

CCUP.ty E.;;·.~·otJ:.

b~.~rds,

Quest:!.onn..Jire.s w.;re sent to a stratifil'!d random sample of 12 co1..1nty
.ln Califcrnia and to four of their ret..c:rent gl'G'J~}<J, 31 8t.:~te
12 c0unty school boards, 137 ~istrict sci1~ol bo3rds, anJ ld7 distrl~t
sc!1ocl sap~rintendent3. The q•.1estionnai!'c deli~e:J.ted sixtef:'D hmctions cf the county
Gch!~ol Sl.tpcrintendt·nls !.n Calif-:-rnL1.
"J.'h.ese funct::.ons were atrr.ltHj~G •..;f.th a five ..
point likert-type 3t:ale •;.dt:h ulteruative~ ra;.1g:lng from "Strongly Agree" t:o 11 Strongly

!1gtho.5!2l'l&Y:

a~hool S·Jperlntendent~

legiJlato~s,

Dis~gree".

Flrst, the basic statist'l.:s obtained by the to~ul S!Jt jf!=.ts and by each grot.tp toJU'9 found
to show how the ~·Jbjects r~sp!:\nded to the q·:..l'!3!:ioimaire. iteu· for item~ and ~s a •.... hole ..
Seconcily, analysis of varim1ce proccd:.z:..·e were cmplcyel.l to det•~nrd:1~ t:ht~ intergroup
cona:en.sus. Fin3lly, Dunnett t-t(!:.;ts ..,:ere .r1ad~ for :.he me~n3 of t-;:;~cb cf !:.he f'>'.Jr pair9
of &t'OI.!ps as fol!vws: CCimty.-superinten.den::s "rith ststc lE~isl~tol's. C·~unty S'lli'Crit".··
tl:ud~nts with cn:.J':l.ty s..:ho<.!l b~<~rds, ·~o·.mty aupcr!.nte-t:ti~nr:s ~.,.ritil dlst.1·ict schco.t
buarcis, county superintcr.dents with district er.:h·'Jol su?crinc.~nd~nt:s.
!.'!.:':'.£.~:

The analys:l8 of v.:~riance procedureJ ~~eve.:aled a siguific1.1r.t dif:ert:nce
existlng arr•ong t~ese five groups .~n 10 of the !.6 it~ms. Dunnf;i::t _t_-te~t analy.9iS
indicated differences ~.;hi~h ·~ere s:iguific.c:nt £t th~ .GS and .0?.. 1-.:vel.
These diffe:-enees ~;ere fo,md between county scr.~.:wl ,lup~-rintGn:Jents and lesl.<;lat~;~s un 2 of 16
itcws, bct;..·~en county scbco:•: ftuperi'lt<:'ndent3 .o:~nd distric.·t Gdt0.o.'l i.)oa·L~fJ.S in 8 of 16
iteiJJS, bet 1 oJ~~::n COl!r.ty ~chool .superintendent::~ rnd ditlittict scrtuo'i St.lpcrir.tencier.ts on
3 of 16 iter!'s. Thus, the findings oOta!.:1e.i for thf! items llbGv;:o diri n•Jl s·. . . ~port the
cull hypothe:;es of no di.!fcreuce. However, the ~igni!:icanc r.!ift'erer.c:~~a founJ ._,-l.>re
Gnly in degree of a£reeoJ~nt, i.e. ~J.n.:ertain co strongly agree. CO:J'lt~<-:·9 ever lUO,OOO
evernga daily attendance ha:i the lC'VI'.!!:!: rr.ea:'l score~ (CJ.BSS II r:.uun:ies:· •

..~J~~sions: .Hean. jllrigmcnr:s of comv:y schor;l surcT.int!!ndents r.:1d cocnty school
boarcis were generally htsher en all fun~tions. Th2!r re!po~!es s~em~d tc reflect
an ew£1rcncss cf the !·:incl cf role o;.;t-:i~"-~ the)• an~ TOSt \.".afrr:ronly eX'~:.?-·;:;t:c:ci to pcrforo:::
a:td t:.•hich they th~ms~lves hnvt~ lont: ass-~rt:t.:d to be thi.! prii1,ury rtaao1.1 [:)',':' th~ ~:dstGnce
of tho county 9chool sup~-::.rlt1t~ndent., to prov.:..~.~·~ services tc1 lo:-...;'!. districts ..
'l'h:tE= ster:Jy confimed thot B:l:.~f:ll ~1cant dlff~:.,·cltCe3 e:dste be:t'We£-·,1 the pi:!'Ct!ption!:l vf
cou!lty schcu:! st::pe!·intcn•.L::nts cmd t·he p~·n:ept.io11s of. et.J.tc L.·s;isl:lto·...-s} di.3tri~!: ~chool
Loa:.:-ds r1:1.d dit-~tl'i.ct sr.:hoo~ 5up~~r:.ntt:~"..Jd;:onts ::.s to ~he role n£ rhc COL.nty sf:hC'!ol s•Jper-int,.;:ndf~nts.
Thi.9 Jtudy ctlso found that l-2r,..;c r::ov:c::tcs had t~f, lowest cou~ensue c.t
opiuio11 as to the role a:,d functicn of t~c: county schaol superintendent..<J.
!;~5'.:£.:~:~:~!~l:?.~i.£t:§.:

Ii'u7ther re~eilr..-:h should bf~ C'.0~1cerncd ~ti th (1) those l~gialcJtor~ who
hs.vi: nore dire.:t control 0;rt:r cd1.!C~l~::::.onal lo:r.;!.sl.atiQn, i.e:-. Stfite Educ::?ti:m eoc.J.r.itt(~e,
should be ~urveyerl ta ~.s-:.c:rtain th€'ir per<:e-pt·ion o: th-= I."olc aatj f:.:m::.cic·~".. of ::_~,e cu'.a 1 tv
ec.hoo'i s~1p;~rint~u.::ier:t (2) l:Pachers e:nd p:;,::i.nc:!.pc:ls fur ".Jbm•. thP. servic~: of tht!! CG<..:oty ·
officEs ar~ p~ovid2d 3nould be surveyed to 5sccrtain their per.;eption cf tte role 8nd
function of the count:J sc:1ooi superi:1tende.nt (3) dJ(: State C~pt->rtm('nt of Echcati:m a.9
f.~li~utele'' should be inv€:3ti.gated (·~)making effoi:'t. to ohlc:l:-~ date cr.alCe\·ning !:be
ettltud~s and O~·ir.ions of the non-t'£Spondcnts (.5) a cost-Gnalysis study shoul-j t-l~
1.nv~st1.gutcd (6) a rr.ethod to relate tyvu of ccmr•. u.uity or fjna-:1cial disposition ot
t.l!Etricts to net:d for specific scrvi.cet"-~
11
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Office of the County Superintendent, referred
to as the intermediate unit in the state's educational
structure, has been provided under Article IX, Section 3
of the California Constitution as a part of the educationa! system since 1852.

The county superintendency in

California was not mentioned when the state was established
in 1850.

Two years were to pass before the first legis-

lation was enacted which indicated a recognition of the
need for some attention to be given to functions of an
intermediate agency between the state and local districts.
A law passed which required that
The county assessor of each and every county
in the state shall be, and is hereby constituted t.he superintendent of Common Schools
within and for his county.!
Provisions for the actual Office of the County
Superintendent were not made until 1855 when the following
act provided that
A

county superintendent of Common Schools

lc

.J

• Laws of the State of California, Chapter

--~~.ea

CLXXIX (Boston!
1853), p. 231.

Press of the F'r2;11kl:Ln-Pr int.ing House,

1

2

shall be elected in each county, at the
general elections, and e~£e~ on the duti~s·
of his office on the first Monday of the
month subsequent to his election.2
This statute also delineated his duties, which
were mostly clerical.

By 1866, Soso points out, "that

the county office had evolved into a secure organ of

...
government in the administration of state education.".J
Soso also concluded that "the statutes of that year
established all the basic duties, powers and functions
that the superintendency was to have until recent years." 4
The California Association of Public School Administrators, in what is probably the most definitive plan
for school administration in California, recognized the
county superintendency as the most controversial unit of
administration in the structure of public education today,
but, at the same time, the commission assumed that there
is and will continue to be for some time to come, an important place for the intermediate unit in the organiza-

?
~The

.

Statutes of California Passed at the Sixth
Sessio.~<?_fthe Leg-islature, Chapter CLXXXV (Sacramento:
State Printer, 1855), pp. 229-237.
3

Mitchell Soso, "A Century of County Superintendency
in California." (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Education, University of California, Berkeley,
1954), p. 64.
4

rbid.

I

p. 283.

3

tional structure of public education.

5

The emerging educational needs of children dietated by changes in life styles, values and modes of
communication, plus the rapid development of technology
supporting school services, along with the public's insistence upon accountability and efficiency of operation,
demand constructive changes in the system.

Increasingly,

questions are being raised as to the potentialities of
the role of county superintendency in California.

Dis-

cussions with local county administrators, school board
members and state legislators elicit information pointing
towards varying perceptions of the present and future role
of this intermediate official.
The Problem
The purpose of this study was to compare the expectations as to the role and function of the county
superintendent 8£ schools in California as perceived by
county superintendents and four of their referent groups.
Specifically, an examination was made of the similarities
and differences existing between and/or among the following

-------5

"A Pattern for School Administration in California," Heport from the California Commission on Public
School Administration (Burlingame: California Association of School Administrators, 1955), p. 34.

4

two sets of data:

(1) county superintendent's perceptions

or judgments about selected functions pertaining to their
role as administrators, and (2) the judgments or expectations of four referent groups, i.e., state legislators,
county boards, district boards and district superintendents.
Several other referent groups of the county superintendent can be identified:

the State Department of

Education, professional associations, professional and
classified staffs of county school offices, school principals, business groups, religious groups, and the lay
citizens.

The inclusion of all or any part of these,

however, was beyond the scope of this study, which was
delimited to (1) a comparison of the perceptions or judgments which county superintendents hold concerning their
own role with the expectations which state legislators
hold for the same role,

(2) a comparison of the same per-

ceptions of county superintendents with the expectations
county boards hold for this role,

(3) a comparison of the

same perceptions of county superintenden-ts with the expectations of district boards for this

~ole,

and (4) a

comparison of the same percep·tions of county superintendents with the expectations which district superintendents hold for this role.

5
Importance of the Study
The county schools office--and with it, the county
superintendency--has been an essential part of the structure of the public school system in California for the
past century.

As an arm of the state,

has served as

an intermediate unit providing important services to local
school districts which they could not in many instances
provide for themselves.

It has at the same time carried

out such responsibilities as have been assigned to it by
the Legislature and the State Department of Education.

As

might be expected, kinds and amounts of services have
varied from county to county.
Arthur D. Litt

, Inc., concluded in its report,

The Emerging Requirements for Effective Leadershi:e___for
California Educatio!!., that "Ivlany counties are too small
or too thinly populated to form an appropriate region to
be covered by the services of the intermediate unit. 116
Statutory changes to permit two or more counties to merge
to form an intermediate unit were recommended in 1966 by
the California Association of County Superintendents of

6
Arthur D. Little, Inc. , The Eme_£gJ!!..SJ_B_~q_'l!iremE_:21_!::_~
for Effective Leadership for California Education
{Cambi·idge, Mass., 1964); p. 50.

6

7

Schools.

The Report of the Governor's Commission on Educational Reform concluded that the Office of the County
Superintendent of Schools no longer serves the purpose
for which it was originally established.

According to

the report, "it is costly to operate and it duplicates
the work of the larger school districts, most of which
have acquired the staff necessary to perform all needed
services and make minimum use of the services of the county
offices.

Small school districts in the more sparsely

populated counties, where the need is greatest, do not
receive adequate services since the counties lack the
resources to provide them."

8

In a report to the 1971 Regular Session of the
Legislature, Chapter 784, Statutes of 1969 (AB 606 Veysey),
it was concludad that county superintendents' of~ices
in the sparsely populated counties operate less efficiently than those in the more densely populated
counties.

In addition, the county superintendents in

sparsely populated counties offer fewer services to local

7

committee of Ten, The Future of the Intermediate
Unit in California (California American Yearbook Corr1pany,
1966), p. 3.
8
B~E~rt

Governor's Commission on Educational Reform,
(Sacramento, January 1, 1971), pp. 52-53.

7

districts than county superintendents in more populated
coun t

.

~es.

9

In the Special Report by the Association of
California School Administ:cators, The Office of the County
Superintendent of Schools (the_Intermediate Unit) Looks
to the Future, it was concluded that there is still a
strong need for three levels of administration within the
State of California:

the State Department of Education,

the intermediate unit, and the local school district.
It was further concluded that, "while the future organization of the intermediate unit remains unclear, .it is
vital that any restructuring of this unit be viewed most
carefully in relation to the effect it will have on the
entire governance structure of education in California."

10

In 1973, California Assemblyman Ken Cory introduced Assembly Bill 746 which would have eliminated most
of the state support for the County School Service FuwL
Had it passed, this measure would have practically eliminated the possibility for continuing any

the services

9

The Intermediate Unit in California Educational
Structure (A StudyofCoun"ty Supe_r.interld.ent or·schoolsT
(Sacramento: Legislative Analyst, 1971).
special Report, The Office of the Cou~~Supe~i~
tendent of Schools (The Intermediate Unit) Looks to the
FUtUre-~ Vol. 2, No. 8 (Association of Californ{~i-school
Administrators, March, 1973).
10

8

now provided by the County Schools Office.

This bill was

defeated in the Assembly by a vote of 46 to 17.

According

to Mike Dillon, Legislative Advocate, "this vote is not to
be taken for granted, as many legislators were under pressure to vote for the bill."

It is anticipated that a new

bill will be introduced which would call for progressive
changes at the county office level as well as other levels
of the public school system.

11

Background of the Study
A school system is a kind of social system which
may be conceptualized as an institutionalized organization,
with a service function of moral and technical socialization, established under the needs and pressures of the
society.

The administrators of a school system execute

educational policy, operate educational programs, and
provide services by influencing the conduct of all personnel within the context of an interpersonal setting.
The effectiveness and the efficiency of a schocl system
as well as other organizations, depends to a certain degree
on whether the people in the organizatiori do what is
expected of them.

11
ents:

Several studies have demonstrated that

Mike Dillon, "Memo to County School SuperintendRE: A.B. 746," January 30, 1974.

9

proper functioning of actual role behavior is

~ot

likely

to occur where incumbents of roles find themselves exposed
to conflicting expectations held by those in influential
counter positions (Krech, et a1.,

12

Sarbin

13

).

In the case of the county school superintendent,
Ingraham

14

reported that in spite of identical schools,

laws and regulations, the educational services provided
by the school superintendents were different from one
school system to another.

This situation resulted from

variations among role perceptions of county school superintendents.

In addition, conflicting expectations for the

role of the superintendent held by incumbents of policymaker positions or other influential groups were found to
cause anxiety among the superintendents and were considered
to affect the conduct of their administrative programs.
Hypotheses
General Hypothesis:

A significant difference

12

navid Krech, R. S. Crutchfield, and E. L. Ballachey,
Individual i_n Societ_x. (New York: J.-1cGraw-:-Hill Book Company,
1962), p. 338.

13

Theodore R. Sarbin, "Role Theory," in Gardner
Lindzey, ed. , Handbook of Social Psycho_~ (Reading,
Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1954), p. 229.

14

Roland J. Ingraham, "The Role of the County Superintendent of Schools in California" (Unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Stanford University, 1953).
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exists between (1) the perceptions that county school
superintendents in California hold for their own role, as
indicated by each of the questionnaire items, and (2) the
expectations that four of their referent groups hold for
the same ro

Specifically, four null hypotheses can be

stated for each questionnaire item, as follows:
H~Eothesis

1:

No difference exists between the

expressed judgment of the questionnaire items that county
school superintendents in California hold as to their own
role and the expressed judgments that state legislators
hold as to the same role.
HyEothesis 2:

No difference exists between the

expressed judgment of the questionnaire items that county
school superintendents in California hold as to their own
role and the expressed judgments that county school boards
of education hold as to the same role.
gyp~!~esis

3:

No difference exists between the

expressed judgment of the questionnaire items that county
school superintendents in California hold as to their own
role and the expressed judgments that district school
boards of education hold as to the same •. role.
HvDot:hesis 4:

.;;.;...L..<..-~----

expressed judgment

No difference exists between the
the questionnaire items that county

school superintendents in California hold as to the

own

role and the expressed judgments that district superin-

11
tendents hold as to the same role.
In addition, further investigation of the possible
relationships between counties through classifications
based on the average daily attendance {ADA) were studied.
Procedure
Questionnaires were sent to a stratified random
sample

15

of 12 county superintendents in California and

to four of their referent groups, specifically:

31 legis-

lators, 12 county boards of education, 187 district boards
of education,

~nd

187 district superintendents.

The questionnaire delineated 16 functions of the
county superintendent in California.

The functions con-

tained in the questionnaire were determined by:
1.

Perusal of the Education Code;

2.

Literature dealing with the position of the
County Superintendents;

3.

Actual discussion with practicing County
Superintendents;

4.

Actual Survey--Santa Clara County.

In order to facilitate immediate feedback, this
study \>Jas endorsed by the· California Sd10ol Boards As sociation.

15

To further assure adequat.e responses, a stamped,

Deobold B. Van Dalen, Understandina Educational
-------·--"----------·----~Research (San Francisco: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973),
p. :.-!2·2··.-·-
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special delivery envelope was enclosed with each questionnaire.
Assumptions and Limitations
The study •.vas guided by the following assumptions
and limitations:
1.

Respondents of each referent group are
representative of the total group.

2.

All of the groups are considered to be
influential counter positions.

3.

No investigations were made for determination of perceptual reasons for the respondents' judgments.

4.

The study was limited to an investigation
of the expressed opinions of the four referent groups as to the selected functions
of the County Superintendent of Schools.

5.

The study was limited to the 16 functions
of the county superintendent, as stated
in the California Education Code, as
practiced by county superintendents, from
school surveys and as stated by superintendents on personal contact.

6.

Although the researcher had complete faith
in the data-gathering instrument used, no
tests were carried out previous to this
research using this particular instrument.

7.

The rationale for using the four referent
groups was that, a) legislat.ors may determine educational priorities through
the legislative process, b) school boards
are policy-making bodies, and c) school
superintendents administer policy.

13
Definition of Terms
Intermediate unit.

The intermediate unit is de-

fined as an agency that operates at a multi-district
level, providing coordination and supplementary services
and serving as a link between the distrjct units and the
state.

The traditional intermediate unit in California

has been the Office of the County Superintendent of
16

Schools.

Administrat.i ve functions.

These include acti v-

ities carried on by a county school office which brings
together personnel from school districts and/or other
agencies to solve their common problems.

Such services

generally are performed at the district level rather than
at the classroom level.

Typical examples would be in-

service educational programs which comprise

curricul~~

planning and course of study development, teachers' workshops, institutes, and special study committees. 17
<

~upplE~ment~_§_erv~ce

functions.

'l'hese consist

of direct educational services rendered at the classroom

16

The Committee of Ten, "The Future of the Intermediate Unit in California" (The California Association
of County Superintendents of Schools and County Boards
of Education Section of the California School Boards
Association, 1966), pp. 12-14.
17

Ibid.

14
level to supplement the local instructional programs or
to assist teachers in their classroom work.

Typical

examples of such services would be supervision of instruction, guidance counseling, psychological service, attendance service, library service, audio-visual services,
special classes for handicapped children, audiometry, and

.
18
nurs1ng.
9perational functions.

The law now assigns

specific responsibilities to the County Superintendent of
Schools Office for the operation of special classes for
mentally retarded and physically handicapped students.
It permits specific assignments to operate juvenile hall
schools.

There is legal authorization for the office to

provide iilstructional television and data processing

.
19
serv1ces.
Instructional media center.

An administrative

unit which keeps a large variety of instructional materials
needed in the classroom, including such items as books,
films, film-strips, records, projection materials, repair
facilities, tapes, and the like.

It may supply a district,

county, or more than ·one county.

I·t may· have one or more

depositories.

18
19

Ibid.
Ibid.

Its size and location are dependent upon

15
roads, geography, and its accessibility to schools and
districts.

20

Inservice education.

Inservice education is a

procedure for continuous re-training of personnel.
of its aims is to combat obsolescence.

One

It deals with

curriculum content, emphasizing new information and new
materials.

It deals with persons and the methodology

with which they approach their work.

There will be in-

creased emphasis on specific subject matter with the
phasing-out of generalized inservice education.
Courses of study.

21

A course of study is an outline

which indicates the general areas or fields to be covered
in any given study filed, which makes references to
certain sources of information.

It is not a comprehensive

and detailed document, and should not be confused with
.
1
currlcu_um
or stu d y gu1"d es. 22

Curriculum or teachers' guide.

This is a guide

which is a comprehensive document for use by the teacher
in the classroom in teaching a given subject at a given
grade level.

These guides are prepared for use at the

local level and recognized in their preparation the many

20

Ibid.

21 I b"d
1
•
22

Ibid.

16
variants that exist intellectually, socially, and economically within the classrooms and districts throughout
the state.

23

County Boards of Education.

Except in a city and

county, there shall be a county board of education, which
shall consist of five or seven members to be determined
by the county committee on school district organization.
Each member of the board shall be an elector of the
trustee area which he represents and shall be elected by
the electors of the trustee area.

24

School Dist.rict GoverniJ:lg Boards.

Every school

district shall be under the control of a board of school
trustees or a board of education.

Except as otherwise

provided, the governing board of a school district shall
consist of five members elected at large by the qualified
voters of the district.

25

This first chapter outlined the problem of comparing expectations as to the role and function of the

23

Ibid.

24

~alifornia Education Code, Vol. 1, Chapter 1,
Section 601 (1973), p. 66.
?::"

-J~bid., Section 921, 923, p. 124.
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County Superintendent of Sch6ols in California as perceived by four of their referent groups.

Specifically,

the four referent groups were designated as state legislators, county boards, district boards, and district
superintendents.

The inclusion of other referent groups

was beyond the scope of this study.
The county school superintendency has been an
essential part of the structure of the public school
system in California for the past century.

Various kinds

and amounts of services have been provided by the county
superintendents.

Studies and reports, such as the pre-

viously cited Educational Reform, The Ir;_termediate Unit
in California's Educational Structure, !he Office
Count;y Superintendent of Schools (The

o!~h~

Int~rmediate

Looks to the Future, and recent legislation,

Unit:)

AB7~~'

have

indicated that there is a need for progressive changes in
the amounts and kinds of services provided by the county
school superintendents.
As an institutionalized organization, a school
system is a kind of social system.

The effectiveness and

efficiency of a school system, as well as other organizations, depends to a certain degree on whether the people
in the organization do what is expected of them.

Several

studies (Sarbin, Kr.·ech, et al., and Ingraham) have demonstrated that proper functioning of actual role behavior

18
is not likely to occur where incumbents of roles find
themselves exposed to conflicting expectations held by
those in influential counter positions.

It is hoped that

the opinions of county superintendents, state legislators,
county board members, district board members, and district
superintendents will elicit information pointing towards
varying perceptions of the present and future role of the
County Superintendent of Schools.
The chapter sets forth a statement of the problem,
importance

of~the

study, background of the study, hypo-

theses to be tested, prccedures, assumptions/limitations,
and important terms that were

used.~

Four additional chapters complete the remainder
of the study.

A review of related literature concerning

the present study is included in Chapter II.

Chapter III

deals with the research design and methodology used in
this study.

Chapter IV presents an analysis and inter-

pretation of the obtained data.

The final chapter con-

cludes the dissertation with a general summary and discussion and recommendations for future study.

CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The literature and research related to the school
system and the role and function of the school administrator are reviewed in this chapter.
The effectiveness and efficiency of a school
system depends upon the congruence between role expectations and actual role behavior of incumbents of roles
within the school systen1.

The school as a social system/

an institution or organization is described in the first
section.

The second section includes a review of the

literature and research regarding the concept of role.
The third section includes a review of selected studies
in role analysis.

Various views prevail in the literature regarding
the school system as a social system.

Some writers define

a school system as a social system termed an institutioni
others prefer to identify it as an organization.

On the

grounds that a school system has imperative functions to

19

20

be carried out in a certain routinized pattern, Getzels

1

refers to a school system as an institution.
2
Parsons ' 3 defines an organization as a system of
cooperative relationships.

This system, according to

Parsons, is distinguished from other types of systems by
its goal-attainment priority operating in relation to
the external situation.

Normally, Parsons contends, the

organizational goals are compatible with the cultural
values of the society.
Simon•s

4 definition of an organization fits well

with Getzels' and Guba's
social system.

5

concept of social behavior in a

Simon states that an organization is a

complex pattern of communications and relations operating
among a group of human beings.

This pattern provides each

1

Jacob W. Getzels, "Conflict and Role Behavior in
the Educational Setting," in w. W. Charters and N. C. Gage,
eds., Readings in the Social Psvchol.2.S{y of Education
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1964), p. 311.
Talcott Parsons, The Soci_al Syst~m (London:
Free Press of Glencoe, 1964), p. 72.
2

The

3

Talcott Parsons, "Suggestions for a Sociological
Approach to the rrh.eory of Organization, II in Amitai Etzioni,
ed., C~mpl~x Organizations (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1965), p. 33.

4

Herbert A. Simon, Administrative Behavior, 2nd ed.
(New York: The Pree Press~--f9Er6}, p. 16.
5

Jacob W. Getzels and E. G. Guba, "Social Behavior
and the Administrative Process," School Review, 65 (Winter,
1957) 1 423-441.
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member of the group with much of the informatiyn, assumptions, goals, and attitudes that enter into his decisions.
Furthermore, it provides him with a set of stable and
comprehensive expectations as to what the other members
of the group are doing, and how they will react to what
he says and does.
According to Schmuck, Runkel, Stauren, Martell,
and Derr,

6

an organization is comprised of persons inter-

acting in certain roles.

They contend that it is possible

to understand much of an individual's behavior in an
organization by comprehending his role relationship with
others.
Lawrence and J.Jorsch

7

define an organization as a

system of interrelated behaviors of people who are fulfilling a task which has been differentiated into several
distinct subsystems.

Thus, each subsystem is responsible

for a certain portion of the task, leading to an effective
performance of the system.

6

Richard A. Schmuck, Philip J. Runkel, Steven L.
Saturen, Ronald ·r. Martell, and C. Brooklyn Derr, Handbook
of Organizati(_?n Development in Schools (University of
Oregon, Center for the Advanced Study of Educational
Administration: National Press Books, 1972), p. 139.
7

Paul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch, "Differentiation and Integration in Complex Organizations," in Joseph
A. Litterer, ed., Organizations:
Systems, Control and
~_51apt::_a tioE_, Vol. II (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. ,
1969), p. 230.

22
In line with the definition furnished by Lawrence
and Lorsch, then, a school system may be conceptualized as
an institutionalized organization.

It is a responsible

and adaptive client-serving organization, with a service
function of moral and technical socialization, established in response to the perceived needs and pressures of
society.

This type of organization displays some basic

forms of bureaucracy, as defined by Max Weber,

8

such as

functional division of labor, the definition of staff
roles as offices, the hierarchy of authority, and the
carrying out of the operation according to certain procedural rules.

Two main categories of staff roles--

teachers and administrators--function within the organization of a school system.

These staff roles are

professionalized, since the requirements for entrance
to teaching or administrative positions include specialized training, a teaching license, evidence of administrative skills (in the case of administrators), and a
recognized professional code of ethics for school personnel.

8

Max Weber, "Bureaucracy," in H. H. Gerth and C.
Wright Mills, eds., From Max Weber (New York: Oxford
University Press, 19~8), pp. 196-i44.
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The Concept of Role
The concept of role relates to the activities of
an individual in a particular position.

It describes the

behavior he is expected to exhibit when occupying a given
place in the societal or organizational system.
writes:

9

Sarbin

"All societies are organized around positions

(statuses), and the persons who occupy these positions
perform specialized actions or roles . . • . Roles and
positions are conjoined.

Roles are defined in terms of

the actions performed by the person to validate his occu•
11 10
pancy o f th e pos1. t 1on.
According to Litterer,

11

each of the roles exist-

ing in any bureaucratic organization is systematically
related to the outside world.

The organization must

manipulate several aspects of its external environment
(e.g., directors must deal with boards of trustees and
legislative committees).

The necessary contact between

the incumbents of such roles and parallel

incumbents

in other organizations may establish professional

9

~

Fremont E. Kast and James E. Rosenzweig, 9-Es.ani zatio_l? and Management: A Systems ~roach (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1974), p. 275.

10 s

ar b'1n, 2.£. --· t. , p. 2 2 4 •

ll_
.
'
uosep h A. L'tt
1 erer 1 Organ1zat1ons:
_?yste~§.L
CO!J.!;;.ro~:.....?n9-.~daptati~g, Vol. II, 2nd ed. (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1969), p. 257.
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solidarity or conflict relations, and various reference
orientations and identifications.

The relations resulting

from such contact may cut across any given

organiza~ion

and at the same time greatly influence the behavior of
the incumbents in their organizations, consequently affecting the performance of these organizations.

The

relations with different types of clients and sections
of the general public with which the incumbent of a
bureaucratic role comes into selective contact might
place him under pressure with respect to the performance
of his bureaucratic roles.
A typical incumbent's role in any recognized
position is composed of those tasks which he is expected
to carry out.

Encompassed in this role are the duties or

obligations and rights of his specific placement in the
hierarchy in relation to those contained within all other
positions in the social system.
Crutchfield, and Ballachey,

a ro

12

According to Krech,

the expectancies making up

are not restricted to actions alone.

Included are

the patterns of wants, goals, beliefs, feelings, values,
and attitudes that characterize the typical occupant of
the position.

12
Socie~y

p. 338.

The perception of all these aspects of a

Krech, Crutchfi d and Ballachey, Individual in
(New York: McGraw·-Hill Book Company, l962),

25
given role that the occupant has from his

part~cular

vantage point shapes the behavior of the incumbent.

. 13 pos1' t ·th a-t accuracy 1n
. roe
1
Kas t an d Rosenzwe1g
perception has a definite impact on effectiveness and
efficiency in organizations.

Individuals have certain

abilities, and they are motivated in varying degrees to
perform designated tasks.

However, if a task is incor-

rectly perceived, the result may be quite ineffective
from the organization point of view.

On the other hand,

an activity or role associabed with a particular position
could be perceived quite accurately and yet inefficient
performance could result because of deficiencies in
ability and/or motivation.
Sarbin

14

contends that the behavior of an in-

cumbent in any position is organized against a cognitive
background of role expectations.

The individual appraises

the positions of others in order to perceive his own
status more clearly.

In his role behavior he responds

in a manner which he perceives as being appropriate to
his location among such positions.

Thus, the role be-

havior of a role incumbent, at. least in part, is a response
to the perceptions of the expectations which others hold

13

Kast and Rosenzweig,

2£·

14s ar b'1n, 9E.· .ci_!., p. 229.

~.,

p. 289.
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for him.

In actuality, expectations by others towards a

role incumbent in any social system do not necessarily
overlap.

Accordingly, the role incumbent may feel dis-

satisfied.

This situation affects his role behavior.

Katz and Kahn

15

define role expectations as

evaluative standards applied to the behavior of any
person who occupies a given organizational of
position.

Newcomb

16

says that,

11

ce or

The ways of behaving

which are expected of any individual who occupies a certain position constitute the role .

• . associated with

that position."
Willey

17

advances the theory that one should

consider role expectations as givens, for these exist
whether or not a particular person is occupying a specified role.

Moreover, one relates to these as the idio-

syncratic role perceptions of an actual role incumbent.
A. county superintendent in California will find his role

expectations largely defined by statute, but also in part

15

oaniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn, The Social
P~y_cholo_gy of Organizations (New York:
John Wiley
Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 182.

&

16

Theodore M. Newcomb, Social Psychology (New York:
The Dryden Press, 1951), p. 280.
17

navid Willey, 11 Comparative Study of the Perceptions and Expectations for the Role of the County School
Superintendent in California, 11 Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford University, 1964, p. 16.
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by those with whom he works--his referent groups--who may
or may not be aware of the legal requirements for the
role.

In addition, he will bring to this role his own

perceptions which are modified by his particular needdispositions.
• • 18 d e f 1ne
•
a ro 1 e as
Benne tt an d T 1m1n

II

.

• . wh a t

the society expects of an individual occupying a given
status."

This implies that any status is functionally

defined by the role attached to it.
Concerning an individual or a group of individuals
whose expectations affect the role behavior of a role
incumbent, Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey
"reference person" or a "reference group."

19

speak of a

These authors

contend that normally in a social system a role incumbent
identifies himself with certain clusters of persons who
become his reference groups.

He tends to use the groups'

perceptions and ideals as standards for his own selfevaluation and as sources of his personal values and
goals.

The reference groups therefore influence the

role behavior of a role incumbent.

Krech, et al. declare

18

John W. Bennett and Melvin M. Timin, Social Life,
Structure and Function (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1948),
p. 9 6.
19
p. 102.

Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey,

~-·

cit.,
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that a role incumbent's reference groups may include not
only membership groups to which he actually belongs, but
also groups in whose membership he wishes. to be included
or those by which he aspires to be recognized.

In addi-

tion, the groups which a role incuwbent regards as his
superiors in the ranking system of his organization may
also influence his role behavior, whether or not they are
reference groups, because they control his organizational
rewards and sanctions.
In the case of an administ.rator; Getzels and
Guba

20

indicate that each of the groups v.rith which an

administrator works holds certain expectations for him.
These expectations causatively determine at least part of
the administrator's actions in his role.

As conceptual-

ized by Getzels and Guba, an administrator's behavior
reflects the interaction of three categories of factors:
(1) culture, ethos, and values;

(2) institution, role,

and role expectation; and (3) individual, personality,
and need disposition.

These factors influence a role

incumbent in any time of social system to respond in one
of the following ways:
nomotheti~

(1} with behavior that stresses

considerations--the primacy of institution,

role, and role expectations;

20

Getzels and Guba,

(2) with behavior that

£2· cit.
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stresses idiographic considerations--the

prim~cy

of indi-

vidual, personality, and need disposition; or (3) with
behavior that utilizes a judicious combination of the
two modes of action referred to above.
Considering the role behavior of a position incumbent within an organization in terms of organizational
effectiveness and efficiency according to Barnard's

21

theory, the mark of organizational effectiveness is
indicated by a congruence between the actual behavior
of the incumbents and the role expectations which their
superiors hold for them.

When this congruence is

achieved, it contributes to the satisfaction of the
role incumbents, as well as to that of others within
the hierarchy.

Such satisfaction normally results in

organizational efficiency.
In Getz

s•

22

view, the proper functioning of role

relationships in a social system such as a school system
depends on the degree of congruence bet\qeen t.he perceptions and expectations of several complementary role
incumbents.

In other words, proper functioning of role

behavior of position-holders is not

lik~ly

to occur where

role inciTnbents find themselves exposed to conflicting

21
22

Barnard, 2P.· cit., PP· 44, 92.
Getzels, QE• cit., p. 318.
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expectations held by groups which they perceive. as being
influential.

Brown

23

suggests that the number and char-

acter of the conflicting expectations found in any organization may be either well designed or badly designed.
The perception of these conflicting expectations would
have a definite bearing on the behavior and satisfaction
of position-holders and, correlationally, upon organizational efficiency.
Selected Studies in Role Analysis
Ingraham

24

based his survey of the scope and

quality of educational services on a random sample of
twelve county school superintendents in California.

The

educational services supplied were found to vary from
county to county, despite the fact that the laws of the
State of California, the rules and regulations of the
California Board of Education, and other governing bodies
granted identical amounts of authority and responsibility
to each county school superintendent's office.

Ingraham

concluded that the county school superintendents in his
sample possessed differing views of educational philosophy.

23

Roger Brown, Social Psychology (New York:
Free Press, 1967), p. 156.
24

Ingraham,~·

E_il:_., pp. 2, 12, and 19

192.

The
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Because of this perceptual divergence, they interpreted
the laws, the rules, and the regulations issued for them
in a wide variety of ways.

Obviously, each county super-

intendent saw his role as encompassing different duties
and responsibilities.

This situation, at least in part,

caused the variation in the services offered in each
county.
Getzels and Guba

25

conducted a study involving

several groups of instructor-officers at a school at an
American Air Force base.

The authors reported that a

posit:ive relationship exlsted between the degree of involvement and conflict within a role performance.

Sub-

jects who experienced conflicting expectations for their
roles as instructors and as military officers were found
to be relatively ineffective in the performance of their
duties at the school.
Two years after the study by Getzels and Guba,
26
Sa·vage- reported on the research conducted by Elmer F.

Ferneau of the Midwest. Administration Center concerning
the effect of conflicting role expectations between the

25

'

J. W. Getzels and E. G. Guba, "RoleF Role Conflict, and Effecti venes~3: An Empirical Study, 11 American
Sociologj.cal_H._evi~~' 19 (1954), 164-175.
26

williarn W. Savage, 11 State Consultative Services
in Education," Phi Delta Kappan, 37, 7 (April, 1956),
291-294.
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school administrators and the state consultants.

The

findings revealed that conflicting expectations for the
roles of the state consultants affected the perceived
value of consultative services.

The administrators who

expected the "expert" approach from the consultants
rated "process" approach consultants' services of low
value.

On the other hand, the administrators who looked

upon consultants as "process 11 approach persons ranked the
services of the consultants who behaved as "experts" as
being of low value.

In Savage's definition, an "expert"

referred to the person who directed his efforts at arriving at the right answer for a particular problem in a
particular situation.

The "process" approach person was

the one who directed his effort.s at working with all
persons concerned to bring about behavioral changes
which in turn would enable them to solve their own
problems.
Gross, Mason, and McEachern

27

conducted a study

regarding the roles of school superintendents in Nassachusetts.

Their findings indicate that when an educa-

tional adrninist.rator perceived that othe,rs held conflicting
expectations of the way his role was to be conducted, his

27

Neal Gross, Ward S. Mason, and Alexander W.
McEachern, Ex:elorations in_ Rq}§_An~lY.~·d.s (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1965), pp. vii, 116-121, and 280.
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conduct of administrative programs was jeopardized.

This

study found that role perceptions and expectations between
the school superintendents as incumbents of administrative
positions and the school board members as incumbents of
policy-making positions differed significantly.

Exposure

to such conflicting expectations was associated with
anxiety among the school superintendents.
Gross,

t

~

, 28 th.eor1ze
. d th a t th e mo d e o f ro 1 e

a~.

conflict resolution used by these superintendents could
be predicted partly by the superintendent's orientation
to:

(1) the legitimacy of the expectations,

(2) the

possible sanctions for nonconformity, and (3) the balancing of both .the legitimacy and the possible sanctions
for nonconformity.
Sweitzer

29

reported his investigation of factors

influencing the effectiveness of the school superintendent's leadership in improving the instructional
program.

Sweitzer attempted to discover the character

and extent of agreement between the role perceptions and
expectations held by the school superintendents, the
school board members, the school principals, and the

28
29

rbid.

Robert E. Sweitzer, 11 The Superintendent's Role
in Improving Instruction, .. Administrator's Notebook,
Vol. C, No. 8 (April, 1958).
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teachers of 17 school systems concerning the selected
roles of the school superintendents.

The findings re-

vealed that perceptions and expectations of the sample
groups were not the same.

There was a slightly higher

level of similarity among the school superintendents'
perceptions of their own roles than between their expectations and those of the other groups for the same
roles.

This situation tended to cause difficulty for

the school superintendents in gaining approval of the
majority of those with whom it was necessary to interact
when dealing with instrvctional problems.
Jones, Davis, and Gergen

30

performed an experi-

ment in 1961 to test their hypothesis that social expectations or externally imposed norms affected the role
behavior of an individual.

They arranged 134 subjects

in groups ranging in size from five to twenty persons,
and assigned them to listen to a particular tape recording used as an externally imposed norm.

Both before and

after listening to the tape recording, each subject was
asked to state his general impression of a certain subj ect:.

The analysis of this experiment demonstrated that

30

E. E. Jones, K. E. Davis, and K. J. Gergen,
"Role Playing Variations and Their Informational Value
for Person Perception," Journal of Abnormal and Social
Psychology, 63 (1961), 302-310.
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the opinion expressed before the tape was heard was different from the one given after listening to the tape
recording.

The tape recording (the externally imposed

norm) was shown to influence the subjects' judgments.
Willey

31

reported his study on role perceptions

and expectations concerning 50 selected functions associated with the position of the county school superintendents of California.

The subjects in the study

consisted of 55 county school superintendents, 147 district school superintendents, and 50 legislators in the
State of California.
tive relationship (r
three groups.

The findings showed a fairly posi-

=

.65) among the judgments of the

An analysis of variance applied to test

the differences of mean judgments among the three groups
demonstrated that a significant difference exis·ted on
49 of the total of 50 functions.

There were conflicting

expectations for the role of the county school superintendents themselves, the district school superintendents,
and the leg:i.slat.ors.

The sole statement of function

found to be accepted by all the

sw~ple

groups was that

the count.y school superintendent should reduce involvement in providing supervision and special services to
the public schools.

1

QE•

This implied that such a function

Cit.

1

PP• 93, 95.
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was perceived as not being associated with the position
of the county school superintendent.
Later, Kahn, et a1.

32

ambiguity in an organization.

studied role conflict and
They reported that role

conflict was related to low job satisfaction, low confidence in the organization, and a high degree of jobrelated tension.

The location of positions within the

organization was discovered to be related to the degree
of conflict to which the incumbent of the position was
subjected.

Results indicated that positions deep within

the organizational structure were relatively conflictfree, while positions located near the boundary of the
organization were likely to be conflict-ridden.

The

role incumbents who wanted to retain the status guo and
the old tradition of the organization tended to become
engaged in conflict.
Satorn

33

concluded in his study that an incon-

gruence of perceptions and expectations existed regarding
the roles of the school superintendents between provincial
governors and the provincial school superintendents in

32Ka h n, ei.:_ al., QE· cit., p. 190.
33

Pinyo Satorn, "The Provincial School Superintendent in Thailand--A Study of Role Perceptions and
Expectations," Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford
University.
Stanford International Development Education
Center, 1971.
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Thailand, but not between the provincial school superintendent and senior administrators.

The purpose of his

study was to identify consensus or conflict in the perceptions of the role of provincial school superintendents
in Thailand held by (1} provincial school superintendents,
(2) provincial governors, and (3} senior administrators
of The Ministry of Education.

Administrators were asked

to indicate the strength of their agreement with 50 items
of expected administrator behavior.
The educational system in California is an
integral, single unit, functioning to achieve a common
purpose.

The county superintendent is the administrator

of the intermediate unit, an agency positioned between
the district school system and the state.

The effect-

iveness and efficiency of the educational administration
at the county level depends upon the contributions of
four major groups:

the state legislators, the county

school boards, the district school boards, and the district school superintendents.

Congruence between the

perceptions and expectations regarding the role of the
county school superintendent held by

th~se

four groups

is necessary to promote and achieve educational progress
in California.
Identi

cation of conflicting perceptions and

expectations for the role of the county school superin-

38
tendent as held by four of his referent groups was the
task set for this study.
Summary
The literature and research related to the concept of a school as a social system/an institution or
organization, the concept of role and role analysis were
reviewed and reported on in this chapter.

A review

relevant literature indicated that a school system is a
type of a social system, seen by most authors as an
institutional organization.

The school system has a

service function established under the needs and pressures of the society.

Educational policies, educational

programs, and services in a school system are executed
by school administrators.

In turn, school administrators

influence the conduct of all personnel within the context
of the interpersonal setting.

The congruence between

role expectations and actual role behavior of incumbents
of roles within the school system will determine the
effectiveness and/or efficiency of a school system.
Studies have shot.;n that variations among" role perceptions
of the school superintendent resulted in dif·erent kinds
of services being provided from one syst.em to another,
in spite of the fact that all shared identical school
laws and regulations.
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The research design and methodology used in this
study are detailed in the next chapter.
the data are reported in Chapter IV.
conclusions are given in Chapter

v.

The analyses of

Recommendations and

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
A description of the study, the subjects, the
methodology used to collect the data, the instrUtllent used,
and the hypotheses tested are presented in this chapter.
The methods of analyzing the data collected in the study
are also presented.

The study investigated the degree of agreement
betv;een expectations of the county school superintendent
for his oTtm roJ.e and the expectations held by four of h
referent groups for the same role.

Further investigation

of the possible relationship between counties through
classifications based on the average daily attendance
(ADA)

was also made.

At the present time, Californi; has 58 county
school superintendents who serve as chief administrators
of each of t1wir respective county offices of education.
A stratified random sample of 12 of thc:.;)se administrators

40
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were the subjects of this study.

1

The California State

Education Code categorizes the 58 counties of the state
into eight classes, in descending size of average daily
attendance.

Class I

contains only one county (Los

Angeles), the largest in ADA.

Class VIII contains only

two counties, both very low in ADA.

These extremes were

eliminated from consideration in this research, since it
would not have been possible to choose a random sample
Using Classes II-VII, two

from within these classes.

counties were chosen at rar.dom from each category to make
up the sample population of the study.

The four referent

groups identified for the study were the 31 state legis-

2 3
4
lators '
and 12 county beard of education members

1

selection of counties based upon the 1974 California Education Code, paragraph 756, p. 255, Classifica.t.~ 0_!:!___2!__~_?-~l] ties_.f~r ~a l ar.:z__ R_'-:':_~_~:~_§_.
If For
the--pu-rp-os_e_
of prescribing the qualifications required of County
Superintendents of schools and fixing their salaries, the
counties are classified on the basis of the average daily
attendance in the public schools of the state in the
respective counties."
2 selec'·J'or· -·r'· le<Jl'sJ····'-c·r., b"'-'"'"":l o·Il t'·e ll',.t.._
,.. L ~
. J
Cl.. L .. ) _ ;.:·l
Cl .. ) \.::.. L
11 .
U 'provided by t:he Sacramento Ne>'lsletter, "Your List of
California LegisTatcu:s-;-·congre~ssmen, ·-and Other Elected
Officials, n 3 3 6 2 Flllt.on Avenue I Sacrame:r:d:o' California.
Effective December, 1974.
(..J

-·

_

._

- •

3

Infm.:-mation a.s to assi':}nrnent. of legislators to
new State Senate and Assembly district boundaries was
provided by the Secretary of State's office, 925 L Street,
Suite 605, Sacramento, California, and through the office
of z~s~;em.blyman Alister Jl.1c!Uister.
4n1

~-'f'~ t '

...

•

~~~E._~_§_-L ...:2:_:-a _:_~_2_!1_o!._ggu~tJ.es_.-~--~-'

?J2.. cit:.
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representing the selected counties.

All of the school

district superintendents (187) and school boards (187)
within the selected counties were also surveyed.~
!<!ethodolog~L

Packets containing an introductory letter from
the researcher with encouragement to respond from Dr.
Glenn Hoffmann, County Superintendent of Schools, Santa
Clara County (see Appendix A); a letter of endorsement
from the California School Boards Association (see
Appendix B); the questionnaire with explanations (see
Appendix C) ; and a

£--addressed, stamped return

env<~lope

were sent to 429 selected legislators, county board
members and district superintendents.

A follow-up letter

was sent four weeks after the first mail out to those not
responding to the initial contact (see Appendix
Research
-..

Inst.:r1.1.men
t
.......... -..- ... ---._..._

------··----·-~

~

the

self-report ques

onnaire was used to secure

ormation for the study.

such as time and money necess
all of

Practical considerations,
to personally interview

subjects, precluded the interview as the means

~t:.:?E..X (Sacramento:
State Department of

Education, 1974).
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of data gathering.
In the construction of the instruments, the following proced-:.1res were considered and performed:
Delineation of the Functions
?f the County Su....e.e~i'!"lte_~~en_-t_:
The first step was to delineate as many as possible
of the functions of the county superintendent of schools
in California.

This information was obtained from the

following sources:
(1) a perusal of the California Education Code;
(2) an examination of professional literature
and research studies describing the functions
of the county superintendent;
(3) discussion with county superintendents and
their assistants in the Bay Area;
(4) the researcher 1 s experience as an employee
of the county office of education.

The test of content validity for each item in the
.

.

t
ques~1onna1re

.

lS

defined as the universe of funct_i_ons of

the county superintendent of schools.

Detenrd nation of

such validity for every statement by experts in administration of the county schools office was impossible.
assess the content validity of the questionnaire,

To
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administrators in Santa Clara County were asked to judge
every statement before it was included in the questionnaire.

Content validity was established by:

(1) California Education Code;

6

(2) State Governance Study by Dr. L. N.
.

Garr1son;

7

(3) Selected administrators in Santa Clara
County.

Each item in the questionnaire was written in
the form of an infinitive phrase under an independent
clause, and was followed by five full assigned responses
ident:ical in every item.

The subjects were requested to

circle the appropriate response for each item.

The

format of the questionnaire was as is shown on p. 45.
This procedure was followed to remind the respondents qui.ckly and constantly of the five possible
alternatives for their selection and also to minimize
potenti&l error that might occur from marking a check in

6

california Education Code, State of California,
De partmeY:;t.-~0'T8e'r-le':C"Cl r--Se.rv i·c~;f;-;Docurnen ts Sect ion
(Sacramento, 1973), pp. 66-121.
7

L. N. Garrison f Sta:t=_~___9oy~rr0n~~ Sb..t~1y , ____E_~~nnin'l
Model for Intermediate Unit of Education, Preliminary
R.-e-pe:-;-J::t-·ra·-ocf'f- 7 i4___TY~1111ia-r:·y ,--f.~f73·r-.-·---
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the wrong place in case all responses were put together
in columns at the right margins, at the bottom of the
Thus, the format

page, or on a separate answer s
appeared as follows:

1=:

~

Q'l

Ci QJ
0 ())

4.
5.

.lJ
1--1

1--1

til
n:i

om

U)~

~

·.-l

To provide educational programs
and coordination services.

SA

p,

u

D

SD

To provide supervision and coordination of curricular and
instructional services.

s.~.ro:\

A

u

D

SD

SA

A

u

D

so

SA

A

u

D

SD
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3.
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special education
services.
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pupil personnel
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l'l.s

~~

tTl

Ql

H

(J)

0

H ffl

-!J·r-1
Cll Cl

. ...

previous1y indicated, the subjects were asked

to respond to the statement in each item by circling the
appropriate response they selected.

Scdres were given

on a weighted basis according to the method of smni·nated
rating·s as suggested by Edwards.

8

For the statement.
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"strongly agree" response is given a weight of 5, the
"agree" response, a weight of 4, the "uncertain" re3, the "disagree" response, a weight

sponse, a weight

of 2, and the "strongly disagree" response, a weight
of 1.

The item having more than one response mark or

no response mark was coded as "uncertain" and given ·the
weight of 3.

Since a

f-report questionnaire was selected

as the inst.:rument of data gathering for this study, one
of the greatest problems facing the researcher was respondent

n~tivation.

Every effort has to be made to

elicit the same cooperation from each respondent as he
wuuld receive if the interview method were used.

Thus,

it vJas incumbent upon the researcher to desi9n the que::::tionnaire from beginning to end with respondent motivation
in mind.
In construe

on and revision of the final item,

each si::at:eraent v.ras vJritten in a bri2f and

prech~c:

manner.

The explanation and directions were clearly stated.

A

~

brief indication of the purpose and nature of the study
foJlowed by a statement that it is a general survey of

Construction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,
6, PP. 14 9-171.

I~rs:·~T;·-··e:·n-a-i)Fe.c
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professional judgments and opinions pertaining to the
role and function of the County Superintendent of Schools
in California was included.

In the directions, the

respondent was asked to make one judgment on each particular func

of the Coun·ty Superintenden·t as related

in the questionnaire item.

The respondent was requested

to make such judgment on the basis of his or her own
perception of the "ideal ro

" of the County Superin-

tendent of Schools, and not on his or her knov1ledge of
how other people might judge.

It was emphasized that

sincere expression of the respondents' o•·m opinion is
most important.

Sent to all referent groups - March, 1975
.E'ollow·-up four weeks - A.pril 1, 1975
'l'errnination of data gathering - April 11, 1975.

____

Data
Orqanization
of the .Final Questicmnaire
.....
-.....--------.-...
.........
·----............ _.
~..---.,.

The responses were coded with the scoring method
as previously indicated.
IBr-1 cards by Rl~Cl:.P

Cards were key-punched onto

(Regional EducationaJ. Center for

Automated Processing), Office of the Superintendent of
Schools, Santa Clara County, to make data :r:eady for the
computer.

The data were run at the Computer Services

Department, University of the Pacific, Stockton, California.
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Statistical Method for Data Analysis
As previously indicated, the main purpose of
this study was to investigate the perceptions and expectations for the role of the County Superintendent of
Schools held by the County Superintendents themselves,
and four of their referent groups, i.e.:· (a) State
legislators,

{b) county boards of education,

{c)

district

boards of education, and (d) district superintendents.
It was hypothesized that significant differences existed
among the perceptions and expectations for such roles
held by these referent groups.

However, for ease of

analysis, four statistical questions that no difference
existed were stated in Chapter I.

.
9
According to Anderson,

data. of this ·type are amenable to parametric analysis.
The data analysis was treated in three ways:
First, the basic statistics of the total scores
obtained by the total subjects and by each group, i.e.,
mean and standard deviation, were found to show how the
subjects responded to the questionnaire item-

i t.em,

and as a who
Secondly, analysis of variance

,0

procedures~

were

Norman H. Anderson, 11 Sea J.c and Sta t:i~:;t ics:
Parametric and Non-parametrics," in Emil F. Hieroann and Larry
A. Braskamp, eds., Sta
tics
tho Behavioral Scjences
{Englewood Cli
4.
9

10

John T. RosCO(~, -------·--··----~~---·····~-~-~~~;~~-~~~~~~~~='
Fnndam~~nt::al
s
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employed to determine whe·ther inter-group differences
exist in the perceptions and expectations for the role
of the County Superintendent of Schools held by the five
defined groups.

The .05 level of significance was adopted

as being most appropriate to balance the probabilities
for both type I and type II error.

11

Thirdly, the Dunnett t-test

'

13

12
for the difference

between means was the multiple comparison used to examine
the data differences between the perceptions of the county
superintendents for their role and expectations with each
of their four referent groups for the same roles.

The study was based en the following null hypotheses for each questionnaire item:
!~y_Eo_:t!?.~~i~-~-

No difference: ·2Xist.s between ·the

expressed judgments to the questionnaire item that county

for the Behavioral Sciences, 2nd ed.

Ri ri.e"h"ari::- ·-&-·-\~ii. ns.to n ;-T9-·fs)-,--··P.

3 2 o.

(New York:

Holt,

11

Type I error rejects the null when it is actually
true.
Type II error fails to reject the null when it is
actually false.
Audrey Haber and Richard ~unvon, General
,?_!:_d t)..:..?_!:L~s_ (fl·ienlo Park: Addison-T;Jes ley Publishing Company,
1971) 1 PP• 177-178.
.,..(.

l

?

~~·van

Dalen,

~I?.·

cit., pp.

13
"+. Rcscoe, 22 . c :.~-':::.
. , p . 320 •

490-506.

·~--,----
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school superintendents in California. hold as to their own
role and the expressed judgment that state legislators hold
as to the same role.
Hn~othesis

.1_.

No difference exists between the

expressed judgments to the questionnaire item that county
school superintendents in California hold as to their own
role and the expressed judgment that county school boards
of education hold as to the same role.
!~Eothesis

3.

No difference exists between the

expressed judgments to the questionna

item that county

school superintendents in California hold as to their own
role and the expressed judgment that

dis·~:.rict

schot::>l

boards of education h-:)1d as to the same role.
!:!:iEothes-!_?-.!·

No difference exis·ts bt:!tween the

expressed judgments to t1'1e q'.l2stionn.:.li:re item that county
school superintendents in California hold as to their own
role and the expressed judgments that district school
superintend(~nt.:s

in California hold as to the same role.

The description pf the study and procedures were
present:ed in this chapter.
parison

'l'he study focused on the com-·

county school superintendents' judgments on

role expectations with four of his referent groups, i.e.,
state legislators, county boards, district boards, and
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_ _ _ _ dist:r::ict

su~rintendents.

The_subjects wer£__seJ.e_c..ted_from,_ _ __

a stratified random sample of counties according to class
size; 12 cori~ties were selected.

State legislators were

selected according to their assignment in the new state
senate and assembly district boundaries.

All of the

school, district superintendents and school boards within
the selected counties were included in the survey.

The

hypotheses of the study were stated in the null form in
t.his chapter.

The statistical trea t:ment of the data

involved t.he use of analysis of variance; the data \•!ere
run at the University of the Paci

c's Computer Services

Department, Stockton, California.

The

entation and

analyses o£ the data will appear in Chapter IV; the
findings will be interpreted and stated.
and

recom..~"Uendations

The conclusion

will be presen·ted in Chapt.er V.

CH.APTER IV
PF~SENTATION

AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The purpose of this study was to compare the expectations as to the role and function of the County
Superintendent of Schools in California as perceived by
County School Superintendents and four of their referent
groups.

Specifically, an examination was made of the

similarities and differences existing between a:::1d/or arnong
the following two sets of data:

(l) County School Super-

intendent's perceptions or judgments about selected functions pertaining pertaining to his own role as an administrator, and (2) the judgments or expectations of four
referent groups, i.e., state
district boards and district
same role.

islators, county boards,
s~perintendents

as to the

The analyses of the t1ata collected

this

study are included in this chapter.

Table l shmvs that." a total of 42,9 questionnaire
forms were distributed to selected California state legisJ.ators, county and district. board members, county and
district superint.endents.

The number of returns received
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__________________w_a_s_ _2__251_, or 53.4 pe_r_e_ent of all the

forms'------'s""e..,_n._._,t,_,.~_F..__,.i_,v,_..e~""o.,.f~-----

the forms \vere not completed correctly, one was not filled
out because the legislator indicated he did not have sufficient background information, and two arrived after the
The 221 (51.5 percent) usable returns

data were run.
con~ained

the responses of 12 of 12 (100 percent) County

School Superintendents, 121 of 187 (64.7 percent) district
superintendents, 6 of 12 (50 percent) county board members,
12 of 31

(38.7 percent) state legislators, and 70 of 187

The 221 questj_on-

(37.4 percent) district board members.

naires were used as the basic data fer statistical analysis
in this study.
TABLE 1

SCHY..ARY OF THE NfJHBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SELF-REPORT
QU::<:STIONNAIRES SEN'r TO 1-\ND HETURNED B'l '.rHE
FIVE SELECTED GROUPS

cr::~·-·----------r~Jurnbe-;~---~----;;:~:rs ---~-- P~rc~nta~::--------

-------_--·-------~---~nt___ J___ RetiJ~~~~----------------I.eg:Lslat~ors
I 31 I 14
12
1 45.0
37.4
Conn ty Floa.rds
County
Superi.ntendents
District Boards
District
Superintenden'..:s

---·--;~~~-~-ls

=

~

12

I

7

6

.12

12

II

12

II
I

18 -~
187

.,_3
1

·~,o

123

121

58. 3

50. 0

100.0

100.0

· '_")9.0
_

3°.7
u

65.8

6lf. 7

1

I
1

·-----~r----;;;----r;-;-9-:: ~-;21-:·~----r---;;-~4-: --~~~.-~,*~~---

_______________ _L __________~_ ______ L ________L_-_____._

*Total
*"~~

returnoi/~otal ~ercentage.

Total usable returns/percentage.

_.t__
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______ Analysis of Int.ergroup Consensus
1.

The means and standard deviations of the six-

teen questionnaire items for the five groups are tabulated
in Table 2.

Since "5" connotes "strongly agree" and "1"

"strongly disagree," a "4.5" could be interpreted as
"strongly agree," "3.5 11
as

11

:iS

"agr·ee," bei:ween

11

2.6n to

.. Jo":i:
') .1 "

Uncer.tain," "2.5" as "disagree" and "1.5" as "strongly

disagree."
2.

Total group means for each of the 16 items of

the self-report questionnaire are shown in Figure 1.

The

lowest group mean of 3.44 was indicated for item 2, "that
the county superintendent will provide supervision and
coordination of curricular and instructional services,"
and the highest group mean of 4.31 was for item 5,

11

that

the county superintendent will provide educational media
center programs and services."
11

Items 2 and 4 were in the

Unc:ertain 11 category; the rest of the items were in the

nagree" category.
3.

follows:

The four null hypotheses were stated as

l) No difference exists between the expressed

judgments to the questionnaire items that county school
superintendents in California hold as to their own ro
and t.he expressed judgments that

for the-:: same role.

te .legislatcJrs l:tolc1

2) No difference exi:::ts between the
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FIGURE 1.

'rDTl>.L SAMPLE MEANS FOR EACH OF THE 16 ITEHS
OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Item !-leans for Total Sample
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the expressed
to the questionnaire
items that
_ __.judgments
-__ ___.___:_____:_____
__________________
_

---------=-=-=-=----=-~-=--:=-=-=---::_

___,.~

county school superintendents in California hold as to
their own role and the expressed judgments that county
school boards hold for the same role.

3) No difference

exists between the expressed judgments to the questionnaire items that county school superintendents in California hold as to their own role and the expressed
judgments that district school boards hold for the same
role.

4) No difference exists between the expressed

judgments to the questionnaire items that county school
superint·2ndents in California hold a.s to their own role
and the expressed judgments that district school superintendents hold for the same role.
Each of the questionnaire items was subjected to
an analysis of variance for the five groups.

Significant

group differences were subjected to the Dunnett t-tests.

4.

An analysis of variance was applied to test

the significance of the differences among each of the
above reported group means.

The sununary table :cor the

analysis of variance for item 1 is reported in Ta.ble 3.
The F-value for item 1 was 3.606.

The .tabled F-value

v,ri th

four and 213 d2g1:ef'2S of f:ceedorn was 2. 41 at the

five

percen~

level of significance and 3.41 at the one

1 Roscoe,

~,

't
g2~:..

1
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it was concluded that the differences among the five means
were significant at the one percent level.

TFI..BLE 3

SUMMARY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARII,J·JCE Cf' ITEM l
OF THE SELF-REPOR'l' QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND
FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

f_:____
-r- -------r----t---------:::~n Groups I - :~:~:0 _
{~:~:0 I ~·-·--=-=
=============--:;==========~=====------------

-~:~~~:-~~~~i~~-~-1_-__-_-_---------1-----s-s---+-~:~1

Between Groups

16.87

4.00

MS

, 4.22

3.61*

1

*Significant

at the .01 level.

Critical F-ratios:

5.

.05 > 2.41
.01 > 3.41

Since the F test revealed that the means of

the five groups of subjects statistically differed, the
Dunnett t-test was used to determine the tenability of the
null hypotheses that no differences existed between the

2

Audrey Haber and Richard P. Runyn, General Sta(Hcnlo Park, CJI":
Addison-Wesley Publisl·d~i).g-Co.,
I9-;T:Cf~-P. 2 9 7.
tistics
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dent and each of the four

means of the

referent groups, i.e., the county school superintendent
and the state legislator, the county school superintendent
and the county board, the county school superintendent and
the district board, and the county school superintendent
and the district superintendent for item 1 of the questionnaire.

County school superintendents had the highest

mean scores and the district school superintendents had
the lowest mean scores on item 1.

TABLE 4
DUNNETT t-TEST COi'lPARING COGNTY SCHOOL SDPElUN'l'ENDENTS 1
MEANS FOR ITEN la AGAINST F'OUR REFEREN'l' GROUP. MEANS

======-===::::::::::::::::::===:::::::::::::::::::::::;::=:::=::=:-':::==----:;:-==---·--===-----_.::::;;-_·--·-·--.:::=-_.;;--_--.::::
Group Pairs

~1eans

Dunnett t-valu·::sc

0.57

Co.
Supt.
...----------- Co. Board

~--;;;;···---------~
Supt.

4.67
-0.31

4.83
4.67
2.28

..---~

~st.. Board

c

3.90

·------

4.67

Co.

-------.---::::._____·--·-------·.L......--.
______
.

.-......-:r5ist. Supt.

aitem 1 :reads:

2.70*

3. 79

_J..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

"to provide educational programs and coordination
servicE:~s. "
bitem scale values:
5--strongly agree, 4--agree, 3--uncertain,
.
2--disagree, 1--strongly disagree.
cCritical t-ratio: .05 > 2.51
. 01 > 3. 08

*Significant

at the .05 level.
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------------'1'-he-Dunnet-t-t- tes-ts-i-n_T_able_4_abDxe_r_ey_eal_ed__a______
significant t-value between the county school superintendents and the district superintendents.

The t-value

of 2.70 was greater than the critical value at the .05
level.

3

Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference

between the expressed judgments that county school superintendents in California hold as to their own role and the
expressed judgments that district school superintendents
hold as to the same role for item l was rejected.
null hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 were accepted.

However,

It was con-

eluded that there was no significant difference between
the expressed judgments cf county school superintendents,
state legislators, county boards and district school
superintendents as to their perception that the county
school superintendents will provide educational programs
and coordination services.

It was also concluded that

there was a significant difference between the expressed
judgment of county school superintendents and district
superintcr.dents.

These two groups demonstrated different

perceptions and expectat.ions for the role of the county
~;chool

superintendent for i tern l of the questionnaire.
6.

The summary table for the analysis of variance

of the five groups for item 2 is reported in Table 5.

----··-·--':1

-'Roscoe,

~.·

cit.

The
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TABLE 5
--------------- -----------------------===--=-------------:----------SUMI·'J\RY 'I'ABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ITEM 2
OF 'rHE SELF-HEPOR'l' QUESTIO~mAIRE BETWEEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERIN'l'ENDENTS AND
FOUR REFERSNT GROUPS

-

source of
Va.riation

I

Between Gro ups

ss

DF

MS

F

4.00

8.03

5.23*

32.13

------Within Grou·ps

TO'l'AL
_.,.

* Significant

328.48

__

361

214.00

I

218-r-

1. 54

-·--

I

at the .01 level.

Critical F-raties:

.05 > 2.41
.01 > 3.41

F-value found for item 2 was 5.23, with four and 214
degrees of freedom, indicating that the differences among
the five group means were significant at the one percent
level.

Since the F test revealed that the means of the

five groups of subjects statistically differed, the Dunnett
t-test was used to determine the tenability of the null
hypotheses that no differences existed between the means
of the county school superintendents and each of the four
referent

~iroups.
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DUNNE'l"l' t-TEST COM.PARING COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDEN'rS' t.lEANS
FOR ITEN 2a AGAINST FOUR REFERENT GROUP .NEAl-IS

j__ Mea~1s

Group Pairs
co.
Supt..

4. sob

.------..------

~-----r,egislator

.

I

l

Co.

~-------,~co_- Board

Supt.

Dunnett t-valuesc

4. 00

----~

4. 50

i

0.99
------

-0.45
4.80

-? - - - - - - - - - -

4.50

Co.
Supt.

2.49
3.54

Board
Co.
Supt.
-~

-· ----------·-f.

..:::::::::::.
* Significant
a

b

-------I

------D:tst. Supt .

---+---------····--4.50
3.39*
3.23

·-----------·--------------

at the . 01 level.

Item 2 reads:
"to provide supervision and coordination of curricula1:
cmd instruc~tional services."
Item scale values:
5--strongly agree, 4--agree, 3--uncertain,
2--disagree, 1--strongly disagree.

cCritica1 t-ratio:

.05 > 2.51
.01 > 3.08

The Dunnett t-test in Table 6 above revealed a
significant t-value betwe~n the county ~chool superintendent and the district superintendent.

The t-value of

3.39 was greater than the critical value at the .01 level.
Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference between
the expressed judgments that county school superintendents
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in California hold as to their own role and the expressed
judgments that district school superintendents hold as to
~ull

the same role for item 2 was rejected.
1, 2, and 3 were accepted.

hypotheses

It was concluded that there

is no significant difference between the expressed judgments of county school superintendents, state legislators,
county school boards, and district boards as to their
perception that the county school superintendent will
provide supervision and coordination of curricular and
instructional services.

It was also concluded that there

was a significant difference between the expressed judgments of county school superintendents and district boards.
These two groups demonst:rate different perceptions and
expectations for the role of the county school superintendent for item 2 of the questionnaire.
7.

The summary table for the analysis of variance

of the five groups for item 3 is reported in Table 7.
F-value found for item 3 was 4.19, with

fou~

The

and 216

degrees of freedom, indicating that the differences among
the five group means were significant at the one percent
level.

Since the F test revealed that the means of the

"

five groups of subjects statistically differed, the

Dunne~t

t-test was used to determine the tenability of the null
hypotheses that no difference existed between the means
of the county school superintendent and each of the four
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TABLE 7
SUMMARY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ITEM 3
OF THE SELF-REPORT QUi.::STIONNAIRE BETWEEN
COUNTY SCHOOL Sli'PERIN'l'ENDENTS l>.ND
FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

source of
Variatior..

DF

ss

Between Groups

14.37

--·

4.00

-t-

-·

Within Groups

185.34

215.00

--200

TO'l'AL

I

220

---

MS

F

3.59

4.19*

L______

_o_._s~__

I

1-_j_
l

'

*Significant at the . 01 level.
Critical F-ratios:

. 05 > 2. 41
.01 > 3.41

referent groups.
The Dunnett t-·test in 'l'ablc 8 below revealed a
significant t-value between the county school superintendents and the district boards.

The t-value of 3.44

was greater than the critical value at the .01 level.
Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference between
the expressed judgments that county school superintendents
in California-hold as to their own role and the expressed
judgments that district boards hold as to the same role
for item 3 was rejected.
were accepted.

Null hypotheses 1, 2, and 4

It was therefore concluded that there is
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--------------------------------------------~TABL~E~8~--------------------------------------Dill\INE1'T t·-TEST CQl\·lPARING COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDEN'l'S'
a
FOR ITEN 3 AGAINS'l' FOCR REFERENT GROUP t1I~ANS

Group Pairs

l-'I.EANS

Dunnett t-values

Means

c

----------------------~1-------------------4----~---------------------'
~~

------

Co.

l. 76
------4.33
....------Legislator
~_,~-----------------------:~--------------------~----·---------------------Supt.

Co.

------

Supt.~
......--

4.00

Co. Board

0.00

------~-------------------·*--------------------~----------------------

8~~~. ~~

--

~

----

Co.
Supt.
-~,_,........-

Dist. Board

--

---~

_____

__...-.---

I

4.01

3.44*

---------

-------

Dist.

Supt.

,

*Significant

5.00
4.31

I

2.48

at the .01 level.

aitem 3 reads:
b

5.00

"to provide special educational programs and services."

Item scale values:
5--strongly agree, 4--agree, 3--uncertain,
2--disagree, 1--strongly disagree.

ccritical t-ratio:

.05 > 2.51
• 01 > 3. 08

no significant difference

bet.w~:,r::m

the ex;)ressed judgments

of county school superintendents, state legislators, county
school boards, and district superinter1dents as ta their
perception that the county school superintendent will provide special education programs and services.

It was also

concluded that there was a significant difference between
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the expressed judgments of county school superintendents
These two groups demonstrat~d

and district school boards.

different perceptions and expectations for the role of
the county school superintendent for item 3 of the questionnaire.
The summary table for the analysis of variance
of the five groups for item 4 is reported in Table 9.

TABLE 9
SUMMARY 'l'ABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF' VARIANCE OF ITEH 4
OF 'l'HE SELF-REPORT QUESTIGNNl\IRE BETWEEN
COUN'rY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND
FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

- -

·-·

-

-

Source of
Variation
Between Groups

l

NS

S<'
·>

DF

5.79

4.00

1.45

211.00

1. 28

F

1.13

~269.

Within Groups

75

--

---------'l'OTP.L

I

276

215

·--------·--·----·------·-

I

Not significant.
Critical F-ratios:

.05 > 2.41
. 01 > 3. 41

The F-value found for item 4 was 1.13, with four and 211
degrees of freedom, indicating that the differences among
the five group means were not significant.

The null
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_______________________.U¥potheses 1, 2 ,_____3_, and 4 were acce:R_..t._.,e__.d..__._._

_,.T.._.hc-_e=s~e.__.f..._...i_._v_..e.._________

groups demonstrated no difference in their perceptions
and expectations for the role of the county school superintendent for item 4 of the questionnaire.

The mean

scores on i tern 4 ranged from 3. 43 to 4. 00, bet.ween Uncertain to Agree that the county school superintendent
will provide pupil personnel programs and services.
9.

The surrmary table for the analysis of vari-

ance of the five groups for item 5 is reported in Table 10.

TABLE 10
SUHt--1ARY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF I'l'EM 5
OF THE SELF-REPORT QlJESTIONNAIHE BETI-i'EEN
COUi\ITY SCHOOL S1JPERINTENDEN'l'S AN!:>
FOUR REFERENT GROlJPS

- --

So urce of
Va riation

-

-ss

Be tween Groups

17.47

Wi.t:hin Groups

139.99

157

MS

F

4.00

4.37

6.74*

f,oo

---·--·-- ---------TO 'r!-~.L

DF

0.65

-

220

·-

*Significant

---

at the .01 level.

Critical F-ratios:

.05 > 2.41

.01 > 3.41

The F-value found for item 5 was G.74, with four and 216
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degrees of freedom, indicating that the differences among
------------

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

the five group means were significant at the one percent
level.

Since the F-test revealed that the means of the

five groups of subjects statistically differed, the
Dunnett t-test was used to determine the tenability of
the null hypotheses that no difference existed between the
means of the county school superintendent and each of the
four referent groups.

TABLE 11
DUNNETT t-TEST COMPARING COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS' MEANS
FOR ITEM Sa AGAINST FOUR REFERENT GROUP MEA."l'S

=-=--:.=.._==-=-:=-==-==-======-=-==-=:;:::::-::::.:--------------==--=------===------=
Means

Group Pairs

Dunnett t-valuesc

5.00

Co.
Supt.

2.53*
4.17
5.00
0.00
5.00
5.00

Cc.
Supt.

4.03**

--------

___________ D_i__
s_t_.- - - . - - j l - - - 3. _9__
9_ _ _ _ ---1---

Co.
Supt.
-~

~----

5.00

_______ ___
_~_

2.41

4. 41

*Significant at the .05 level.
**Significant at the .01 level.
altern 5 i:eads: "To provide educational media center programs and services."
brtem scale values;
5--strong1y agree, 4--agree, 3--uncertain,
2--disagree, 1--strong1y disagree.
cCritical t-ratio:

.05 > 2.51
. 01 > 3. 08
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The Dunnett t-test in Table 11 above revealed

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

significant t-values between the county school superintendents and legislators and county school superintendents
and district boards.

The t-values of 2.53 and 4.03, re-

spectively, were greater than the critical values of .05
and .01 for the latter.

Therefore, the null hypotheses of

no difference between the expressed judgments that county
school superintendents in California hold as to their own
role and the expressed judgments that state legislat6rs
and district boards hold as to their own role for item 5
was rejected.

Null hypotheses 2 and 4 were accepted.

It

was therefore concluded that there is no significant difference between the expressed judgments of county school
superintendents, county school boards and district superintendents as to their perception that the county superintendent will provide educational media programs and
services.

It was also concluded that there was a sig-

nificant difference between the expressed judgments of
county school superintendents, state legislators and
district boards.

These three groups demonstrated differ-

ent perceptions and expectations for

th~

role of the

county school superintendent for item 5 of the questicnna.ire.
10.

The summary table for the analysis of variance

of the five groups for item 6 is reported in Table 12.
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TABLE 12
---------

-----------------------------~-------------

2UM.l"1ARY TABLE OF THE ANl\LYSIS OF VARIANCE OF' ITEM 6
OF THE SELF-REPORT QUESTIONN.Z\IRE BETm_;;EN
COUN'l'Y SCHOOL SUPERIN'l'ENDENTS AND
FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

Sou rce of
"Jar iation

-

ss

Betv.reen Groups

10.99

-

-

DF

MS

F

4.00

2.75

3.50*

. +- hin
W1~

Groups

I

169.62

216.00

--

0.79

-- - - - · 181

TOTAL

-

*Significant

I

220

at the .Cl level.

Critical F-ratios:

.05 > 2.41
.01 > 3.41

The F-value found for item 6 was 3.50, with four and 216
degrees of freedom, indicating that the differences among
the five group means were significant at the one percent
level.

Since the F test revealed that the means of the

five groups of subjects statistically differed, the
Dunnett t-test was used to determine the tenability of
the null hypothesis that no difference existed between the
means of .county school superintendents and each of the
•'

four referent groups.
The Dunnett t-test in Table 13 below revealed a
significant t-value between the county school superin-·
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TABLE 13
DUNNETT t-TES'I' Cot1PARING COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS' MEANS
FOR ITEr1 6a AGAINST FOUR REFERENT GROUP MEANS

Dunnett t-valuesc

Group Pairs

--------Co.
Supt.

1.38

4.17

co.

4.67

Supt.

-------~

-0.38

..-----

Co. Board

4.83

~~---------------------~---------------+--Co.

s upt.

__________

___-------

2.87*

Dist. Board

----

Co.
Supt.

-------.~ Dist. Supt.

...-::

*Significant

3.87

4.
1.96

4.

at the .05 level.

altern 6 reads:
b

4.67

. ________-

"to provide regional programs and coordination services."

Item scale values: 5--strongly agree, 4--agree, 3--uncertain,
2--disagree, !--strongly disagree.

cCritical t-ratio:

.OS> 2.51
. 01 > 3. 08

tendents and district boards.

The t-value of 2.87 was

greater than the critical value at the .05 level.

There-

fore, the null hypothesis of no difference between the
expressed judgments that county school superintendents
hold as to their own role and the expressed judgments that
district boards hold as to that same role for item 6 was
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rejected.

Null hypotheses 1, 2, and 4 were accepted.

It

was concluded that there is no significaQt difference
between the expressed judgments of county school superintendents, state legislators, and district superintendents
as to their perception that the county school superintendent will provide regional programs and coordination
It was also concluded that there was a sig-

services.

nificant difference between the expressed judgments of
county school superintendents and district boards.

These

two groups demonstrated different perceptions and expectations for the role of the county school superintendent for
item 6 of the questionnaire.
11.

The summary table for the analysis of vari-

ance of the five groups for item 7 is reported in Table 14.

Table 14
SUMMARY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ITEM 7
OF THE SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND
FOUR REI'ERENT GROUPS

----- -

--,----......::.==--===

-

Source of
Variation

ss

DF

MS

13.04

4.00

3.26

206.31

215.00

0.96

...----··

-

Between Groups

---

Within Groups
TOTAL

219

-·-------·---

3.40*

-

219

-

*Significant at the .05 level.
Critical F-ratios:

F

.05 > 2.41
.01 > 3.41
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found for item 7 was 3.40, with four and 215
degrees of freedom, indicating that the difference among
the five group means was significant at the five percent
level.

Since the F test revealed that the means of the

five groups statistically differed, the Dunnett t-test was
used to determine the tenability of the null hypotheses
that no difference existed between the means of the county
school superintendents and each of the four referent groups.

TABLE 15
DUNNETT t-TEST COMPhRING COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS' HEANS
FOR ITEM 7a AGJUNST FOUR REFERENT GRCUP !t!EANS
=~-----~=--~====~~=====~~~=-~~=======

Group Pairs

Dunnett t-va.lues

Means
4.58

0.29
4.42
4.58

Supt.

-0.170
4.67
4.58

Co.

2.57*

Supt.

3.77
4.58

1. 63

4.10

*Significant

'

at the .05 level.

7 reads: "to provide leadership in educutional and professional
innovations,"
b

Item scale values: 5--strongly agree, 4--agree, 3--uncertain,
2--disagree, 1--strongly disagree.

cCritical t-ratio:

.OS > 2.51
. 01

>

3. 08
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The Dunnett t-test in Table 15 above revealed a significant
t-value bet'Ween the county school superintendents and district boards.

The t-value of 2.57 was greater than the

critical value at the .05 level.

Therefore, the null

hypothesis of no difference between the expressed judgments that County school superintendents hold as to their
own role and the expressed judgments t:hat district boards
hold as to that same role for item 7 was rejected.
hypotheses 1, 2, and 4 were accepted.

Null

It was concluded

that there is no significant difference between the expressed judgments of county school superintendents, state
legislators and district superintendents as to their perception that the county school superintendent will provide
leadership in educational and professional innovations.
It was also concluded that there was a significant difference between the expressed judgments of county school
superintendents and district boards.

These two groups

demonstrated different perceptions and expectations for
the role of the county school superintendent for item 7
of the questionnaire.
12.

The summary table for the analysis of vari-

ance of the five groups for item 8 is reported in Table 16.
The F-value found for item 8 was 2.17, with four and 215
degrees of freedom, indicating that the differences among
the five group means

we~e

not significant.

The null
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hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 4 were accepted.

These five groups

demonstrated no· d-iTierence in their perception arid expecta
tion for the role of the county superintendent for item 8
of the questionnaire.

The mean scores on item 8 ranged

from 3.78 to 4.67, between uncertain to agree that the
county school superintendent will provide coordination of
services for school board members.
'rABLE

16

SUMMARY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ITEM 8
OF THE SELF-REPOR'I' QUESTIONNAIRE BETV>"IEEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERIN'l'EN;)EN'rS AND
FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

·---·-

source of

SS

Varj_ation
Between Gro_u_p_s--l'-----·9. 66.

:::~n

Gmps

I

Not Significant.
Critical F-ratios:

13.

-r---~~-~

+-----=1

-

--·-·----·--

-2:·4~

4. 00

·------~---

23:~~4--b-=21~0_-t

-h

~iS-___,----~--

-:"17--

2

__ _l_:_':__:±=-=
j-------·

.OS> 2.41
. 01 > 3. 41

The summary table for the analysis of variance

of the five groups for item 9 is reported in Table 17.

The

F-value found for item 9 was 0.89, with four and 215 degrees
of freedom, indicating that the differences among the five
group means were not significant.
3, and 4 were accepted.

The null hypotheses 1, 2,

These five groups demonstrated no

differences in their perception and expectation for the role
of the county school superintendent for item 9 of the questionnaire.

The rnean scores on item 9 ran from 3.67 to 4.33,

between uncertain to agree that the county school superin-
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tendent vlill provide coordination among community and
institutional agencies.
TABLE 17
SUMNl\RY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF' VARIANCE OF I1'EM 9
OF THE SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND
FOUR REFERENT Gl"{OUPS

I

Source of
Variation

~~_]_____Ms______F_ _

ss

Between Group0~3.72
Within

Gro;;P:s-

225._99

230

'l'O'IAL

-·Not Significant.
Critical F-ratios:

14.

j .215~
(

4.00
DO

0.93

0.89

·---+--l_._o_s___- + - - - - - -

219

--

-·---~---·-----'------

.05 > 2.41
• 01 > .3. 41

The summary table for the analysis of variance

of the five groups for item 10 is reported in Table 18.
TABLE 18
SUI>1MARY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIJ\NCE OF I'IEM 10
OF THE SELF·- REPORT QUES'.riONNAIRE BET\\'EEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERIN'l'ENDENTS AND
FOUR REFEF.ENr GROUPS

Source of
Variation
l3et~>Jeen

Gr oups

Within Gro ups
TOTAL

I
--

-

..

ss

DF

16.59

4o00

178.25
195

216.00

·---

MS

----

-

4.15

F
~-------

5.03*

0 . .83

220

*Significant at the .01 level.
Critical F-ratios:
.05 > 2.41
.01 > 3.41

The F va.lue found for item 10 was 5.03, with four and 216
degrees of freedom, indicating that the difference among
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level.

Since the F-test revealed that the means of

five groups of subjects statistically differed, the Dunnett
t-test was used to determine the tenability of the null
hypotheses that no difference existed between the means of
the county school superintendent and each of the four
referent groups.

'l'ABLE 19.
DUNNET'I' t-·TEST CO~lPARING COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS' t•lEANS
a
FOR ITEM 10 AGAINST FOUR REFERENT GROUP YiliANS

Group Pairs

Means

Co.
Supt.

Dunnett t-values

c

2.70*
3.50

4.50
0.37
4.33
4.50
3.13**

3.61

·-------+--------------·---4.50

Co.

l. 55

Supt.

4.07

Dist.

*Significant
**

a

at the .05 level.

Significant at the .01 levelo

Item JO reads: "to provide research, planning, and development services."

b.

Item scale values:
2--disagree,

c Cr1' t '1ca 1 t-rat1o:
.

5--strongly agree,
ly disagree.
.05 > 2.51
.01 > 3.08

, 3--uncertain,
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The Dunnett t-test in Table 19 above revealed a
significant t-value between the county school superintendents and state legislators and county school superint.endents and district board members as 2. 70 and 3.13,
respectively.

The t-value of 2.70 was greater than the

critical value at the .05 level.

The t-value of 3.13

was greater than the critical value at the .01 level.
Therefore, the null hypotheses of no difference between
the expressed judgments that county school superintendents
hold as to their own role and the

expres~ed

judgments that

state legislators and district boards hold as to t.hat
same role for item 10 was rejected.
and 4 were accepted.

Null hypotheses 2

It was concluded that there was no

significant difference between the expressed judgments
of county school superintendents, county boards and district superintendents as to t.heir perception that the
county school superintendents will provide research,
planning, and development services.

It was also concluded

that ther-e was a significant difference between the ex-·
pressed juds:ments of county school superintendents, state
legislators, and district_boards.

These three groups
'
demonstrated different perceptions and expectations for
the role of the county school superintendent for item 10
of the questionnaire.
15.

'rhe summary table for the analysis of variance
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--------------~o~f~=t~h~e~f~~~·v~e=-groups

for item 11 is re2orted in Table 20.

The F-value found for item 11 was 1.47, with four and 214
degrees o£ freedom, indicating that the differences among
the five group means were not significant.

The null hypo-

theses 1, 2, 3 1 and 4 were therefore accepted.

These five

groups demonstrated no difference in their perceptions and
expectations for the role of the county school superintendent for item 11 of the questionnaire.

The mean scores

on item 11 ranged from 3.50 to 4.50, between uncertain to
agree that the county school superintendent will provide
data processing and testing services.

TABLE 20
SUHHARY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ITEM 11
OF THE SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIHE BET~"'EEN
COUN'rY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND
FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

Source of
Variation

---·---·-----Between Groups
h'i thin Groups
TOTAL

--~~

=================--- - DF

6.64

4.00

242.19

214.00

249

218

---·-------1----·-·- - - - - - Not Significant.
Critical F-ratios:

.05 > 2.41
.01 > 3.41

~-- ~,s'
·

1.6o

1.13

F

1.47

----
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16.

s of variance

The summary table

of the five groups for item 12 is reported in Table 21.
The F-value found for item 12 was 2.12, with four and 216
degrees of freedom, indicating that the differences were
not significant.

The null hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 4 were

therefore accepted.

These five groups O.emonstrated no

difference in their perception for the role of the county
school superintendent for item 12 of the questionnaire.
The mean scores on item 12 ranged from 3.90 to 4.50, between uncertain to agree that the county school superintendent will provide information and communication
services.

TABLE 21
SUM~.ARY

TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ITEM 12
OF THE SELF-BEPORT QUESTIONNIHRE BETt\IEEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND
FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

Source of
Variation

:-+ ____

---

Between Gro ups
Within Groups

.._._.

ss

j-·

DF

5.26

1.32

134.13

216.00

0.62

139

·---·Not Significant.
Critical F-ratios:

.05 > 2.41
.01 > 3.41

F

---1------- -·--4.00

------1-·
TO'rAL

MS

220

2.12
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l~L-----The_s_urnmaqr_tahlB_f_or__the_anal¥sis_o_f_var_iancB _ _ __
of the five groups for item 13 is reported in Table 22.
The F-value found for item 13 was 4.40, with four and 215
degrees of freedom, indica·ting that the difference among
the five groups' means were significant at the one percent
level.

Since the F-test revealed that the means of the

five groups of subjects statistically differed, the Dunnett
t-test was used to determine the tenability of the null
hypotheses that no difference existed between the means
6f the county superintendents and each of the four referent
groups.

TABLE 22
SUM!\1ARY TABLE OF 'I'HE JI.NALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ITEN 13
OF 'I'HE SELF-REPOR'l' QUES'l'IONNAIRE BET1i'7EEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERlN'l'ENDEN'l'S AND
FOUR REFEHEN'I' GHOUf'S

MS J---F--

=---=-=-::---:=::::..::::=====r-========;==-..:======-...::.=:~====·------

Source of
Variation

SS

~~_:.:~~~-G-:cc~~-s---1--Within Groups

-··------t
TOTA.L

oo--+--_-4-_-._s_i__ _j--4-~I'
----. -t--

19.56

4.

239.04

----------L'--~2-59

*Significant

DF

215.00

___1_ _ _2_1_9___

at the .01 level.

Critical F-raties:

.OS> 2.41
. 01 > 3. 41

1.11

-L-------~=~
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------------------------~--------------------TkSbE-z~----------------------------~-----------

DUNNETT t-'l'EST COt1PARING COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS' MEANS
a
FOR ITEH J.3 AGAINST FOUR REFERENT GROUP MEANS

~======----------=============:;:=;=:================--=:===

~-

Group Pairs

Means

Dunnett t-valuesc

- - - - - - -__.-_::~----------t---------

Co.
Supt.

-----

____~~
Legislator

__.----_.......--~1

Co.
Suot.

2.32

3.75
4.75
0.47

----------

_........-___-

4. 75b

Co. Board

4.50

.------ -------------------y-f--------·--·--+--------------Co.
-------Supt..
.--_______ ,
Dist. Board

--___________

..,-..:;

Co.

Supt.
~--·--

4 . 75

3.82**

3.53

~

____..-

4.75
3.50**

_........-Dist. Supt.

3. 64

.,--------------------------------------------··--**

Significant at the .01 level.

altern 13 reads: "to provide schcol district organization and management services."
b

Item scale values:
5--strongly agree, 4--agree, 3--nncertain,
2--disagree, 1--strongly disagree.

cCritical t-ratio:

.OS> 2.51
• 01 > 3. 08

The Dunnett t-test in Table 23 above revealed a
significant t-value between the county school superintendents and district boards and county school superintendents and district superintendents of 3.82 and 3.50,
respectively.

The t-values of 3.82 and 3.50 were greater
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_____ --------~ - - - ___ than_____i;._h_e___c:r:: j t i

cal_\lalue______at______:t_he~_Ql_IevaL_There£.ore+-the:---

null hypotheses of no difference b2tween the expressed
judgments that county school superintendents hold as to
their own role and the expressed judgments that district
boards and district superintendents hold for that same
role for item 13 were rejected.
were accepted.

Null hypotheses 1 and 2

It was concluded that there is no sig-

nificant difference between the expressed judgments of
county school superintendents, state legislators, and
county boards as to their perception that the county
school superintendents will provide school district
organization and management services.

It was also con-

cluded that there was a significant difference between the
expressed judgments of county school superintendents, district boards, and district superintendents.

These three

groups demonstrated different. perceptions and expectations
for the role of the county school superintendent for
item 13 of the questionnaire.
18.

The summary table for the analysis of variance

of the five groups for item 14 is reported in Table 24.
The .F-value found for item. 14 was 3. 76, ,y;i th four and 215
degrees of freedom, indicating that the dif

renee among

the five group means was significant at the one percent
level.
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SUHMARY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF' ITEM 14
OF THE SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE BET\'IEEN
COUN'I'Y SCHOOL SUPERINTENDEN'I'S AND

FOUR REFERENT GPDUPS

Source of
Variation

ss

Bet\.,reen Groups

11.29

I

DF

MS

4.00

2.82

F

I

3.76*

--

Within Groups

TOTAI.

*Significant

t

161.67

173

215.00

219

0.75

I

2t the .01 level.

C:dt.ical F-ratios:

. OS > 2. 41
. 01 > 3. 41

Since the F-test revealed that the means of the
five groups of subjects statistically differed, the Dunnett t-test was used to determine the tenability of the
null hypotheses that no difference existed between the
means of the county superintendents and each of the four
referent groups.
The Dunnett t-test in Table 25 below revealed a
significant t-value between the county school superintendents and district boards of 2.66.

The t-value of

2.66 was greater than the critical value at the .05 level.
Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference between
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----~··

-----

~-~······

---"J1ABirE-2~

~-~······

Dill-iNET'r t-TEST CONPAP..ING COUN'l'Y SCHOOL SUJ_JERIN'.PENDEN'l1 S'
FOR ITEM 14 AGAINST FOUR HEFERENT GROUP MEANS

Group Pairs

Means

:~~
----Co.

0.71
4.17

~--

-----

Co. Board

-~

Supt.

..---:____-

~--

~-

Dist.

c

4.42b

r

---------

Dunnett t-va1ues

-

b

Co.
Supt.
__...-

r-1EANS

-

-

4.42
0.19
4.33

-----

~~

-·

4.42
2.66*
3.70

4.42

Co.
~---~
Supt.
_.-~-_---Dist. Supt.

1.12
4.12

.c:.::--

---···~------

*Significant at the .OS level.
a

b

Item 14 reads: "to provide public school legislative and administrative services."
Item scale values: 5--strongly agree, 4--agree, 3--uncertain,
2--disagree, 1--strongly disagree.

cCrit.ical t-·ratio:

.05 > 2.51
• 01 > 3. 08

expressed judgments that county school superintendents
hold as to their own role and the expressed judgments that
district boards hold as to that same role for item 14 was
ected.

Null hypotheses 1, 2, and 4 were accepted.

It

was concluded that there is no significant difference between the expres

judgments of county school superin-
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strated different perceptions and expectations for the
role of the county school superintendent for ite~

i4

of

the questionnaire.
19.

The summary table for the analysis of variance

of the five groups for item 15 is reported in Table 26.

TABLE 26
TABLE OF T~ill ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ITEM 15
OF THE SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE BETWEEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND
FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

SU~~\RY

·Source of
Variat.ion

ss

DF

F'

-- ---

-----Betv1een Groups

8.52

4.00

254.90

212.00

--Within Groups

--

-

2.13

1.77

1.20

·-

TOTAL

263

216

Not Significant.
Critical F-ratios:

.05 > 2.41
.01 > 3.41

The F-value found for item 15 was 1.77, with four and 212
degrees of freedom, indicating that the ·differences were
not significant.

The null hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 4 were

therefore accepted.

'l'hese five groups demonstrated no

difference in their perceptions and expectations

the

role of the county school superintendent for item 15 of

89
________the_q_ues_tionnair_e_._The_mean_s_c_or_e_s_on_i±em_J_S_ra.ng_ed.-------from 3.33 to 4.27, between uncertain to

agre~

that the

county school superintendent will provide certificated
personnel services.
20.

The summary table for the analysis of variance

of the five groups for item 16 is reported in Table 27.

TABLE 27
SUM..l'1ARY TABLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARli\NCE OF ITEN 16
OF THE SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE BETvlliEN
COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND
FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

=========i========:.:::;====-----------·----r - · - - - - ---~

DF'

4.00
13.00

MS

r-------6.29

F

5.38*

1.17

217
-

*Significant

at the .01 level.

Critical F-raties:

.05 > 2.41
.01 > 3.41

The F-value found for item 16 was 5.38, with four and 213
degrees of freedom, indicating that the difference among
the five group means was significant at the one percent
level.
Since the F-test revealed that the means of the
five groups of subjects statistically differed, the

90
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Dunnett t-test was used to determ:i,ne the tenability_Q""f_ _ _ _ __
the null hypotheses that no difference existed between
the means of county school superintendents and each of
the four referent groups.

TABLE 28
DUNNETT t-TEST COMPARING COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS' MEANS
FOR ITEM l6a AGAINST FOUR REFERENT GROUP MEANS

Group Pairs

Means

Co.--~

4.58b
2.08

Supt.

~-

Co.
Supt.
~

3.67

Legislator

~-----

4.58

Co. Board

4.50

0.15

~
~~

4.58

s

d

3.14**
3.53
4.58

s

-

** Significant

1.27
4.17

at the .01 level.

altern 16 reads:
b

Dunnett t-values

"to provide business management services."

Item scale values: 5--strongly agree, 4--agree, 3--uncertain,
2--disagree, 1--strongly disagree.
,

c Cr~t~ca
. ' 1 t-ra t'~o:

. 05 > 2. 51
.01 > 3.08

The Dunnett

t~test

in Tab

28 above revealed a

c
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~~~~~············~-signifi.ean.t t:::..v..alue......batw_een_the~co_unt_y_s_chool-s.up.er-in=---

tendents and district boards of 3.14.

The t-value of

3.14 was greater than the critical value at the .01 level.
Therefore, the null hypotheses

no difference between

the expressed judgments that the county school superintendents hold as to their own role and the expressed
judgments that district boards hold as to that same role
for item 16 was rejected.
were accepted.

Null hypotheses 1, 2, and 4

It was concluded that there was no sig-

nificant difference between the expressed judgments of
county school superintendents, state legislators, and
county boards as to their perception that the county
school superintendents will provide business management
services.

It was also concluded that there was a sig-

nificant difference between the expressed judgments of
county school superintendents and district boards.

These

two groups demonstrated different perceptions and expectations for the role of the county school superintendent
for item 16 of the questionnaire.
21.

The means of the sixteen questionnaire items

for the six county classes are tabulate? in Table 29.
The lowest mean score of 3.50 was in Class II and the
highest mean score of 4.10 was in Class VI.

Class II

counties had an average daily attendance of between
140,000 - 749,999, and Class VI counties had an average

TABLE 29
TABULATION OF MEANS OF THE 16 ITEMS OF THE SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR COUNTY CLASSIFICATIONS II - VII

Que~tionnaire

County
Classifications*

1

II.

3.38

2
2.79

4

3
3.52

3.04

5

6

3.82

7

4.05

3.57

!Total
Mean
16 Scores

Items

8

9

10

11

12

13

3.41

3.55

3.70

3.68

3.93

3.34

14

I 3.82

15
3.18

I

3.25

3.50

I

III.

4.03

3.44

4.38

3.91

4.27

3.94

4.12

4.18

4.00

4.03

3.82

4.09

3.74

4.09

3.91

I

4.12

4.00

I

IV.

v.

4.03

3.73 f49

I

I
3.49

4.43

4.06

3.911 3.64

4.27

3.86

3.83

4.16

3.87

4.06

3.94

3.79

4.46

3. 71

4.63

4.08

3.83

4.171 4.00

4.21

4.21

3.63

4.38

3.88

3. 71

1.

4.00

----

I

I
4.08

1:23

21

4.06

4.04

4.10

I

VI.

3.96

3.48

4.80

3. 40

4.80

4.56

I

4.361 3. 76

4.08

4.32

4.16

4.16

4.08

4.04

3.52

I

t
I

VII.

*Class

4.33

4.0~

4.75

designations by ADA:

3.75

4.1713.50

4.42

Class

II.
III.
IV.

v.
VI.
VII.

3.50

3.67

i

4.081 3.92

i

4.08

3.581 4.33

3.17

I

4.17

3.97

I

140,000- 749,999
60,000 - 139,999
30,000 59,999
15,000 29,999
7,000- 14,999
1,000 6,999
\.0
N
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were tlncertain on six of the sixteen items of the qtlestionnaire.
16.

These items were Nmnbers 2, 4, 8, 13, 15, and

Class III cotlnties were tlncertain on only one of the

sixteen i terns of the qtlestionnaire-·-Item No. 2.

Class

IV counties were uncertain on one of the sixteen items
of the questionnaire.

This was item No. 4.

Class V

cotlnties agreed on all the sixteen questionnaire items.
Class VI cotlnties were uncertain on two of the sixteen
items of the questionnaire.
4.

These items were Ncs. 2 and

Class VII counties were uncertain on one of the six-

teen items of the questionnaire.

This was item No. 15.

Classes II, III, and VI all were uncertain as to
questionnaire item 2.

This item stated that the county

superintendent will provide stlpervision and coordination
of curricular and instructional services.
Classes II, IV, and VI all were uncertain as to
questionnaire item 4.

This item stated that the county

superintendent will provide pupil personnel programs and
services.
Classes II and VII were uncertain as to qtlestionnaire item 15.

This item stated that the county superin-

tendent will provide certificated and classified personnel
services.
Although the above classes were uncertain as to

94
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all the classes for all the questionnaire items was that
they agreed that the county school superintendent should
provide the selected services.
Summary
The data in Table 30 summarize the analysis of
variance results comparing the mean responses of the five
groups for the sixteen items of the questionnaire.
Significant group responses were indicated for
questionnaire items 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, and 16.
The F-test revealed that the means of the five groups of
subjects statistically differed.

The F-test was not able

to reveal significant differences among the five means for
items 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 15.
Subsequent to the ANOVA procedures, the Dunnett
t-test was used to determine the tenability of the null
hypotheses that no difference existed between the means
the county school superintendents and each of their
referent groups:

state legislators, county boards, dis-

trict boards and district .superintendents, for each questionnaire item.
In analyzing the groups with significant F's, the
Dunnett t-values indicated a significant difference in
the expressed judgment of county superintendents and

TABLE 30
ANALYSIS OF VARI.fu'\JCE Ai.~D DUNNETT t-TEST RESUI,TS COMPARING MEAN RESPONSES OF THE 16 ITEMS
OF THE SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS AND FOUR REFERENT GROUPS

ITEt>lS
I expect the county
superint-endent

LEGISLATORS

1. To provide educational programs
and coordination
services.

4.42b

2. To provide superv:i.sion and coordination of
curricular and
instructional
services.

CO'DNTY BOARDS

s

X

s

X

.515

I

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS
X
s

II

DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS
X
s

DISTRICT
BOARDS
X
s

-'.l.'ESTa

--

rt.

4.83

.408

4.67

• 651

3.90

1.130

3.79

1.142

3.606**

c~.

Supt./

4.80

.447

4.50

. 674

3.54

1.208

3.23

1.340

5.233**

co .

Supt./

'

.853

D ist. Supt.

.
-

3. To
special
education programs
and services.

4.33

4. To provide pupil
personnel programs
and services.

3 .,58

l. 084

4.00

1.044

5. To provide educational media
CE!nter
and

4.17

.718

5.00

.000

t-test:
b Cl assJ..'f'1cat1ons:
.

*
**.05
• 0:!.

2.41
3.41

--

I

l
4.00

-

r""E~

F

I

l

-

'

.985

I

5.00

.000

I

.000

4.01

.999

4.31

.938

3.43 1.150

3.43

1.150

3.53

1.145

5.00

3.99

.893

4.41

.813

5.00

I

.000

I
Determine what
5-Strongly

I
C~. Supt./
D'st. Bd.

4.187**

1.132

6. 737'"'*

I
cp.
I

Supt.
Co. Supt./
Dast. Bd.
I
'

of means has a significant difference.
4-Agree, 3-Uncertain,

Significant at the .05 level.
Significant at the .05 and .Ol levels.

I

!-Strongly Disagree.

\.0

U1

.

TABLE 30 (Continued)

ITEMS
I ex.eect the county
su,eerintendent:

I LEGISLATORS
X

s

!

I

COUNTY BOARDS
X

s

DISTRICT
BOARDS

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS
X

s

X

s

DISTRICT SUP-!
ERINTENDENTS
X

F

rlUNNETT

~-'rEST

s
I
I

6.

To provide regional programs
and coordination services.

4.17

.718

4.83

.408

4.67

.651

3.87

.916

4.14

.916

3.497**

Go. Supt./
I. t . Bd.
DlS

7.

To provide leadership in educational and professional
innovations.

4.17

. 515 I 4.67

. 516

4.58

.515

3.77

1.182

4.10

. 929

3.396*

Go. Supt./
I. t . Bd.
DlS

8.

To provide coordination of
services for
school board
members.

4.08

.793

.516

4.25

.866

3.64

1.104

3.78

l. 078

I

-~·----

9.

To provide coordination among
corrnnuni ty and
institutional
agencies.

10. To provide rese2rch, planning,
and development
services.

4.67

l

2.172

I

l
3.75

1.138

4.33

.817

4.09

1.221

3.67

.944

3.76

1.049

3.50

. 674

4.33

.817

4.50

.674

3.61

l. 067

4.07

.848

.886

5.026**

CE. Supt./Leg.

cf.

Supt./

Dist. Bd. ---·-

1.0

0\

---

TABLE 30 (Continued)

ITEMS
the County

LEGISLATORS

COUNTY BOARDS

s

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS

DISTRICT
BOARDS

DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS

l

F

X

S

I 3. so

.905

4.50

• 548

4. 08

l. 084

3. 79

1.128

4.01

1.054

1.466

4.17

.389

4.50

.548

4.33

.985

3.90

.935

4.18

. 707

2.118

13. To provide school 1 3. 75
district organization and management services.

.754

4.50

.837

4.75

.452

3.53

1.073

3.64

1.114

14. To provide public I 4.17
school
tive and administrative
services.

• 577

15. To provide certificated and
classified personnel services.

3.33

.779

4.17

1. 602

4.27

1.009

3.53

1.126

3. 72

1. 085

1.772

16. To
business management
services.

I 3.67

.888

4.50

.837

4.58

.515

3.53

1.165

4.17

1.095

5. 384**

--

---

ll. To prov~de data
processing and
school testing
services.
12. To provide information and
comrr,unication
services.

t

X

X

S

X

S

X

S

duNNETT
J-TEST
I
I

I
f

4.399*

ch.

Supt. I Dist

Br.
co. suptl
Dist. Supt.
i

I

4.33

.817

4.42

.669

3. 70

1. 047

4.12

.791

3. 755*"

.

.I
• Bd.

Supt./
. Bd.

\.0

-.J
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These items were: 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14,

Between the county school superintendent and

district superintendent, three of the sixteen items indicated a significant difference.
and 13.

These items were 1, 2,

Between the county school superintendent and

state legislators, two of sixteen items were considered
significantly different.

These items were 5 and 10.

There was a consensus of opinion between district
boards and state legislators on items 5 and 10; both had
low mean scdres but in the positive direction of "agree."
There was a consensus of opinion between district boards
and district superintendents on item 13; both had low mean
scores but again in the positive direction of "agree."
Hypothesis 1 stated that no difference existed
between the expressed judgments that county school
superintendents in California hold for their own role as
to each item of the questionnaire and the judgments of
state legislators for the same role.

The results indi-

cated that there were no significant differences between
the expressed judgments of county school·superintendents
and the expressed judgments that state legislators hold
for 14 of the 16 items of the questionnaire.

Therefore,

null hypothesis 1 was accepted for items 1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16.

However, the results
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indicated that there was a significant difference for
items 5 and 10.

The null hypothesis was rejected for

these items.
Hypothesis 2 stated that no difference existed
between the expressed judgments that county school superintendents in California hold for their own role as to
each item of the questionnaire and the judgments of county
school boards of education for the same role.

The results

indicated no significant difference for all 16 items.

The

null hypothesis of no difference was accepted.
Hypothesis 3

st~ted

that no difference existed

between the expressed judgments that county school superintendents in California hold for their own role as to
each item of the questionnaire and the judgments of district school boards of education for the same role.

The

results indicated no significant difference for eight of
16 items.

Therefore, null hypothesis 3 was accepted for

items 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 15.

However, the results

indicated that there was a significant difference for
items 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14 and 16.

The null hypothesis

was rejected for these items.
Hypothesis 4 stated that no difference existed
between the expressed judgments that county school superintendents in California hold for their own role as to
each item of the questionnaire and the judgments of

100
district superintendents for the same role.

The results

indisated no significant difference for 13 of 16 items.
Therefore, null hypothesis 4 was accepted for items 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, and 16.

A sig-

nificant difference was indicated for items 1, 2 and 13.
The null hypothesis was rejected for these items.
The relationship of responses to county classifications was also investigated.

It was found that Class II

counties (average daily attendance of 140,000 to 749,999)
had the lowest mean score (3.50) of the six classes.
Class VI counties (average daily attendance of 7,000 to
14,999) had the highest mean score (4.10).

As a whole,

all county classifications responded between uncertain
to strongly agree that the county school superintendent
should provide the 16 functions as stated in the selfreport questionnaire.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOffi1ENDATIONS
This chapter presents the major results of the
study pertaining to the role of the county school superintendents in California.

The summary, conclusions and

recommendations in this chapter follow closely the statistical data summarized in the previous chapter.
Surnrnar_y
The question raised in this study pertained to
the role of the county school superintendent as perceived
by four groups:

state legislators, county school boards,

district school boards and district school superintendents.
It was the position of the study that the effectiveness
of the county school superintendent will be greater where
there is consensus of opinion as to how th<::se groups perceive the role of the county superintendent.

Accordingly,

a stratified random sample of all five groups including
the county school superintendents were asked a series of
16 questions relating to functions of the county superintendent which was scored in terms of degree of agreement,
disagreement or uncertainty.

The reader is reminded that
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any findings relative to the legislators and district
school board members should be interpreted in the light
of the fact that less than 50 percent of the legislators
and district school board members responded to the questionnaire.

While this may not necessarily influence the

findings, it should be given due consideration.
IJ.'he findings sununarized in Chapter IV indicated
the existence of incongruence of perceptions and expectat.i.ons for the role of the county school superintendent
among the state legislators, district school boards and
district school superintendents.

Of these three groups,

the district school boards showed the most incongruence
as to how they perceived the role of the county school
superin.tendent.

They had the lowest mean scores of all

the groups.
'l'hese findings are consistent with those of
Gress, Mason, and .McEachern,

1

who found significant di

ferences in role perception and expectations between school
superintendents as incumbents of administrative positions
and tbe school board members as incumbents of policy-·
making positions.

Gross and his colleagues obtained a

rrmch hiqher response from their study by involving both
focused interviews and by forced-choice questionnaires.

1

Gross, Mason, and t-1cEachern,

•

~it,

1

PP• 116-121.
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sweitzer

2

also found that perceptions and expectations of

the school board
not the same.

m~mbers

and school superintendents were

There was a slightly higher level of simi-

larity among school superintendents' perceptions of their
own roles than between their expectations and those of the
school board members for the same r.ole.
Conclusions
No difference exists between the

California hold for their own role as to each item of the

hold for the same role.
The acceptance of the null hypothesis for 14 cf
the 16 items, of the questionnaire indicates that the st.:tte
legislators' perceptions of the role of the county super-·
intendent were found not to be significantly different
from those of the county superintendents themselves.
However, the null hypo·thesi s was :tej ected for two of the
16 i terns.

T'here was a significant difference as to how

state legislators perceived the county school superintendent

o:~'

providing education a 1 media cen tex programs

and services.

The difference, however, was in the degree

2 swe1~zer,
. f.
QE·

•

Cl

t •
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of agreement between "uncertain" to "strongly

a~ree."

County superintendents had a mean score of 5.00 (strongly
agree) and state legislators 4.17 (agree).

Thus, it was

concluded that both the county school superintendents and
state legislators agree that the county school superintendent should provide educational media center programs
and services.

There was also a significant difference as

to how state legislators perceived the county school
superintendent of providing research, planning, and development services.
of agreement.

Again the difference was in the degree

However, state legislators were somewhat

more uncertain as to this particular role for the county
school superintendent.

The mean score for state legis-

lators was 3.50 {between uncertain and aqree), and for
the county school superintendents, 4.50 (towards strongly
agree) .
The rationale for obtaining lower consensus on
these ii:E:ms is probably due to the fact that sta·te legis1a.to.rs do not interact with the county school superintendent as much as do the local districts.

Providing

services to the local districts is one of the main functions of the intermediate unit.

Providing media center

programs, research, plan11ing and development services were
considered high priority by the participants of the Bay

105
Area Regionalization Workshops

3

at Konocti Harbor,

California.

hold for their own role as to each item of
naire and the j udg:_rnents that

cou~_!:y

school boards of

education hold for the same role.
The acceptance of the null hypothesis for all 16
items of the questionnaire indicates that county school
board of education's perceptions of the role of the county
school superintendents were found not to be significantly
different than those of the county school superintendents
themselves.

These findings are consistent with Willey's

4

study, which found that the mean judgments of county
superintendents are generally higher on those items which
directly and sometimes indirectly pertain to service.

The

mean scores of both these groups fell within the range of
agree (4.00} to strongly agree (5.00} for 15 items.

One

item, to provide pupil persoenel programs and services,
had a mean score for county superintendents of 3.43

3

Nelson C. Price,

Reorganizi~ the Inte:nnediate

1I_~~i!: __~~a~_ifq_r!1J:..~~§_ __ ~?_yste_T!\._~ o£---puj~~lic _!'~~~cati_2h_, A Report

of the Bay Area Regionalization Workshops, Konocti Harbor,
California, August 26-28 (Hayward, California, October
18-·19, 1971} I P· 67 .
•1.

~villey,

.9~

cJ t.,

p. 97.
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(between uncertain and agree) and county school boards
of 4.00 (agree).
These results are also consistent with the con5

clusions of the Committee of 'l'en (California Association
of County Superintendents of Schools and County Boards of
Education Section of California School Boards Association)
that the major function of the intermediate unit is to
serve as a coordinating agency and regional service agency
for the local districts.
The high degree of consensus between county school
superintendents and county school boards is associated with
high job satisfaction and probably greater effectiveness.
These finding~ are consistent with those of Gross, e~ ~l.,
who obtained similar results.
As might be expected, consistency between county
school boards as policy-making positions and county
school superintendents as administrators of policy was
ant.icipa.t.ed.
No difference
--w---··

5

6

exists between the

-----~------

Comm1.. tt.. ee o f. Ten, 212.. c 1.. t. , p. 1 .
Gross, Mason, and McEachern, 9.1?..· _£it., p. 190.

6
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n~_!_re_..5_nd th~udgments

that. district school boards of

education hold for the same ro

s.

The acceptance of the null hypothesis for eight
of the 16 items of the questionnaire indicates that district school boards' perceptions of the role of the
county school superintendents for those specific eight
items were found not to be significantly different than
the perceptions of the county superintendents themselves.
However, the null hypothesis was rejected for the other
eight items.

There was a signi

ant difference as to

how district school boards perceived the county school
superintendent of providing spec
and services.
agreement.

<.~ducat icmal

prog:c ams

The difference, however, was in degree of

County school superintendents had a mE-::an score

of 5.00 {strongly agree) and district boards 4.01

).

Thus it was concluded that both the county school superintendents and district school boards agree that county
school superintendents should provide special educational
programs and

ces.

There was a significant

fference as to how

district school boards per·ceived the county school
intendant of providing educational media programs and
services.

The difference was in degree of agreement,

between uncertain to strongly

County school super-

intendents had a mean score of 5.00 (strongly agree) and
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dist~ict

school boards, 3.99 (agree).

Thus it was con-

cluded that both the county school superintendents and
district school boards agree that county school superintendents should provide educational media center programs
and services.
There was a significant difference as to how
district school boards perceived the county school superintendent of providing regional programs and coordination
services.

The difference was in degree of agreement be-

tween uncertain to strongly agree.

County school superin-

tendents had a mean score of 4.67 (towards strongly agree)
and district school boards had a mean score of 3.87
(towards agree).

Thus it. was concluded that both the

county school superintendents and district school boards
agree that county school superintendents should provide
regional programs and coordination services.
There was a significant difference as to how
district school boards perceived the county school RUperintendent of providing leadership in educational and
professional innovations.

The difference was in degree

of agreement bet.ween uncertain to strongly agree.

County

school superintendents had a mean score of 4.58 (towards
strongly agree) and district school boards had a mean
score of 3. 77 (towards agree).

Thus it. was concluded that

both the county school superintendents and district
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school boards agree that the county school superintendent
sh0uld provide Educational and professional innovations.
There was a significant difference as to how
district school boards perceived the county school superintendent of providing research, planning, and development
services.

The difference was in the degree of agreement

between uncertain to strongly agree.

County school super-

intendents had a mean score of 4.50 (agree) and district
school boards had a mean score of 3.61 (towards agree).
Thus it was concluded that both the county school superintendents and district school boards agree that the
county school superintendent sho11ld provide :r:esearcn,
planning, and development services.
There was a significant difference as to how
district school boards perceived the county school superintendent of providing school district organization and
management services.

The difference was in degree of

agreement, between uncertain to

~trongly

agree.

County

school superintendents had a mean score of 4.75 (towards
strongly agree) and district school boards had a mean
score of 3.53 (towards

agr~e).

Thus it was concluded

'
that both the county school superintendents and the district school boards agree that the county superintendent
should provide school district organj.zation and management services.
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There was a significant difference as to how
district school boards perceived the county school superintendent of providing public school legislative and
administrative services.

The difference was in degree of

agreement, between uncertain and strongly agree.

County

school superintendents had a mean score of 4.42 (agree)
and district school boards had a mean score of 3.70
(towards agree) •

Thus it was concluded that both the

county school superintendents and district school boards
agree that county school superintendents should provide
public school legislative and administrative services.
Finally, a significant difference occurred between
the perception of the county school superintendents and
district school boards as to how they perceived the
county superintendent of providing business management
services.

County school superintendents had a mean score

of 4.58 {towards strongly agree) and district school
boards hc1d a mean score of 3.53 (towards agree).

Thus

it was concluded that both the county school superintendents and district school boards agree that county
school superintendents should provide business management
services.
yypothesis_!:
~-:~]2I'~sed

No difference exists between the

judgments that coun!:_y_ school

for their own

super~ntendents

item of the

hold

-----------------~------~-~-~~-
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and the judgments that district school superintendents
hold for the same role.
The acceptance of the null hypothesis for 13 of
the 16 items of the questionnaire indicates that district
school superintendents' perceptions of the role of the
county school superintendent for those items were not
significantly different than those of the county school
superintendents themselves.

However, the null hypothesis

was rejected for three of the 16 items.

There was a sig-

nificant difference as to how district school superintendents perceived the county school superintendent of
providing educational programs and coordination services.
The difference, however, was in degree of agreement, between uncertain and strongly agree.
with Willey's

7

These results concur

conclusions that, although differences

are consistently found that are statistically different
at the .01 level, instances occur in which the district
superintendents agree in expecting the latter to perform
stated fundamental items.
l1ad a mean score of 4.67

County school superintendents
(towards strongly agree) and

district superintendents 3.79 (towards agree).

Thus it

was concluded that both the county school superintendents
and district school superintendents agree that the county
school superintendent should provide educational programs
7 .
hT.dley,

~.·

cit:., p. 96.
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and coordinating services.
There was also a significant difference as to
how district school superintend(.-:;n ts perceived the role
of the county school superintendent in providing supervision and coordination of curricular and instructional
services.

County school superintendents had a mean score

of 4.50 (between agree and strongly agree) and district
school superintendents had a mean score of 3.23 (between
uncertain and agree, more towards

unce~tain).

It was

concluded that for this item county school superintendents
and district school superintendents lacked consensus of
opinion that the county school superintendent should
provide supervision and coordination of curricular and
instructional services.
Pinally, a significant difference occurred between
the perception of the county school superintendent and
district school superintendents as to how t.hey perceived
the county school superintendent of providing school district organization and management services.

County school

superintendents had a mean score of 4.75 (towards strongly
agree) and district school .superintendent.s
had a mean score
.....
of 3.64 (between uncertain and agree, more towards agree).
It was concluded that both the county school. superintendents
and district school superintendents somewhat a9reed that
the county school superintendent should provide school
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district organization and management services.
As a result of comparing the expectations as to
the role of the county school superintendents in California as perceived by county school superintendents
themselves and four of their referent groups, i.e. state
legislators, county school boards, district school boards,
and district school superintendents, the following conelusions were drawn:

1.

State legislators tend to agree with county

school superintendents as to how they perceive the role
of the county school superintendents in California.

Al-

though there were si.gnificant differences in two items:
both were in a positive direction.

The degree of con-

sensus was a factor in eliciting a significant difference.
That is, both the legislators and the county school superintendents agree (strongly agree for the county school
superintendents and agree for the legislators) that the
county school superintendent should provide educational
media center programs and services.

County school super-

intendents and legislators differed in their perceptio11
t:ha'c Cotlrd:y superintendents should provide research,
\

planning, and development services.

County superintendents

''dE!re bGt:ween agree and strongly agree, whereas legislators
were somewhat uncertain to agree.
2.

Count.y school boards' perceptions of the role
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of the county school superintendents did not differ significantly with the perceptions of the county school
superintendents themselves.

Both agreed or strongly

agreed with the role and function of the county school
superintendent, with the exception of one item, to provide pupil personnel progrruns and services, which was
between uncertain to agree for county superintendents and
agree for county boards.
3.

District school boards 1 perceptions of the

role of the county school superintendent differed significantly with the perceptions of the county school
superintendents themselves on the following eight items:
To provide spec

1 educational programs and

services (strongly agree [county superintendents] to agree [district boards]).
To provide educational media center programs
and services (strongly agree [county superintendents] to agree [district boards]).
To provide regional programs and coordination
services (agree to strongly agree [county
superintendents]

to agree to agree [district

boards]).
To provide leadership in educational and professional innovations (agree to strongly agree
[county superintendents] to uncertain to agree
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[district boards]}.
To provide research, planning, and development
services (agree to strongly agree [county
superintendents] to uncertain to agree [district boards]).
To provide school district organization and
management services (agree to strongly agree
[county superintendents] to uncertain to agree
[district boards]).
To provide public school legislation and
administrative services (agree [county

f:~uper

intendents] to uncertain to agree [district
boards]) .
To provide business management services (agree
to strongly agree [county superintendents] to
uncertain to agree [district boards]).
4.

District school superintendents' perceptions

of the role of the county school supetintendents did not
differ significantly with the perceptions of the county
school superintendents themselves.

Although there were

significant differences in three items,,all of these were
in a positive direction.

That is, district superintendents

(agree) and county school superintendents (strongly agree)
agreed that county school superintendents should provide
educational programs and coordination services.

District
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superintendents (agree) and county school superintendents
(strongly agree}

agr~ed

that county school superintendents

should provide supervision and coordination of curricular
and instructional services.
(agr~e)

District superintendents

and county school superintendent.s (strongly agree}

agreed that the county school superintendents should
provide school district

or~anization

and management

services.
It was concluded that although there were significant differences between the county school superintendents and four of their referent groups, all the groups
generally agreed that the county school superintendent
should provide the services as listed on the questionnaire.
Consistent with these findings, a study conduct.ed
by the 11 Bay Area Counties

8

found that there was consensus

indicated for the following high priority functions:

1)

Operation of Special Education Programs; 2) Provide instructional media-services; 3} Information services; 4)
School business services; 5)

Mana~Jernent

consulJcing ser-

vices; 6) Operate specialized (area-wide) instructional
programs; 7) Planning servicesi 8) Inservice training---

1

,..,
~

I

certificated; 9) Develop exemplary programs; 10) coordination.
Based on the findings of this study, it is coneluded that there is agreement between the county school
superintendents and state legislators, county school
boards, district school boards and distLict school superintendants as to how they perceive the role of the county
school superintendent.

Lack of consensus or incongruence

of perceptions dealt mainly with the degree

agreement,

i.e. uncertain to agree, agree to strongly agree, and
strongly agree.

No

disagreements were elicited.

The

results of these data tend to support the need for some
form of ed.ucat.ional unit between the State Department of

Education and the distridts.
These findings are consistent with Garrison's 9
results, where there was agreement from dis

ct·superin-

temkmts, district board members, Stat.e Department of
Education Executive Committee, county board members, coun'cy

certificated staff members who provided direct service,
board members, central staff members, and principals and

9
L. N. Garrison, Planning Model for Intermediate

u~J:.~:._.9_f.Ji~l~~9-~ise:--·'fhe Gar£~~~on_~st_ucty_ (Januzry-;19~

In Don E, Halverson, A Mul ti ..·A.SJ.f="ncy Center for Educa.!:: i S?D C!];... .~:'J3~~~ ~!!~LiE....~? n t_~-~ 1 v:_r· ~_g9 ur~..'l:Y~-Re search Heport
Nurnber Six of Project. Si::rm School (San Jose:
Santa Clara
County Component), p. 28.

a
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teachers of direct service size districts, that these
functions are important and that the Intermediate Unit of
Education should assume the primary responsibility.

. 10 recomrnende d that, 1'J the
The Committee . of Ten
major function of the intermediate unit is to serve as a
coordinating and regional service agency for the local
districts, 2) the county office assumes a leadership role
in program planning, development, and evaluation, and in
spearheading research, expcrimentation 1 and followup
studies, 3} that the intermediate unit be a planning
office, capable of identifying emerging and changing
demands of our society, and 4) that the intermediate unit
be assigned the responsibility

coordinating the identi-

fication of problems needing research and resources with
-v.1hich to attack the problems.
Little

11

concluded that there is a clear need for

some form of intermediate unit to function as a regional
extension of the State Department of Education, as a focal
point for interdistrict services and collaborations, and
as a vital link in the process of planning educational development in California.

Although the need for inter-

mediate aclminis·tration is clear, it does not appear

10

11

'I'he Committee of Ten, .£12.·
Little, oe.. cit., p. 2.

c~!·,

p. 27.
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necessary to base the intermediate unit on courtty political boundaries, nor is it necessary to pattern its
functions on the model of the present office of the
County SuperiLtendent of Schools.
The California Commission on Public School Ad..;.
. . t
t 1011
. 12 recogn1ze
. d th e coun t y super1n
. t ·enaency
m1n1s·ra
as
the most controversial unit of administration in
structure of public education today, and, at the same
time, assumed that "there is, and will continue to be for
some time to come, an important place for the intermediate
unit in the organizational structure of publ.ic education."
In general, t.he total mean judgments of the five
thE"~

groups were

over 140,000).

lowest

the Class I I counties

(AD1\

Larger counties, perhaps because of

greater availability of funds and personnel, indicate
less need for such services as the county school superintenden·t

able to offer.

As districts within counties

with high average daily attendance reorganize or unify,
perhaps

t.hc::~y

develop more of a feeling of independence

from t:he count:y school superintendent.
these results, Gross, et al.

13

found

Consistent with

th~t

organizational

12 Ca 1'1 f ·orn1a
.
.
.
Comm1ss1on
on Publ
School Administration, A Pattern for School Admi.nistration in California
{Burlingame: California Associat1o!1-o£ School Administrators, 1955), p. 8.
13 Gross, Mason, an d McEac h ern,

. cit., p. 191.
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size was a determinant of the pattern of role expectati.ons.
According to their study, lack of consensus was more frequent in large school systems.
Recommendations
·In view of the above conclusions, investi
the

fo].low:~n<;

1.

tion in

areas is l.'ecommended:

rrhose legislators who have more direct control

over: educational legislatic•n, i.e. State Education Committee, should be surveyed to ascertain their perceptions
of the role and function of the County Superintendent.
2.

Teachers and principals for whom the services

of the county offices are provided should be surveyed to
ascertain their perceptions of the role and function of
the County Superintendent.

3.

The State Department of Education as ucliente

should be investigated.

According to Nelson Price, 14 the

needs of the state educational agencies are best served
when the intermediate unit (county superintendent's office)
fac:i.l:L tai::.cs corrununica tion between the state and the local
di stJ::icts 1 supervises district complianr;:e with

applicabl.:~

state law and regulations, and coordinates the collection
of data regarding school district operation.

J.4D
•
.t: rJ_Ce 1
912_ •

• • • 1 p • 67 •

5::~

II
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4.

Every effort should be made to obtain data

concerning the attitudes and opinions of the nonrespondents.

15

One way to accomplish this task would be

to hold personal interviews with all subjects in a study.

5.

A cost-analysis study could be made to

ascertain the amount of money spent on a particular
service provided by the County School Superintendent's
Office.

6.

Methods should be constructed to re

te the

types of communities and/or financial disposition of
districts to the need for specific services provided by
the County School Superintendent's Office.

15

Fred N. Ker.l:Lnger, Foundations of Behavioral Research second edition (San Francisco: lfol t, R.inef!art __,
a11Cf-\~--:Cnston, Inc., 1973), p. 414.
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Februcn·y, 19 75 •

7o:

Selected Legislators, Boarc I-:mnhcrs, School Superintendents

I need to have eight ~inutes of vour professio~el thinking. As a
public school administrator in the Office of the SBnta Clara County
Sur:crintendeJ~t of Schools \vho :.s C(m;pleti.ng nn advanced degree, I have
selected s topic deali~g with tne office of county superintendent of
schools in Califor~ia.

In the last five years, t~e offices of the coun
superintendent of
schools have bePn underg0ing extensive study ~y various agencies.
In
the process change may be taking pla~e.
It is the purpose o "... this stuc::_, lo p:·ovide cur::ent infornwtion to
decision-rn8kers regc;rding the attitudeJ ~f signifJcatlt people in the
state school system.

and return it to me in the enc1oseJ, self-address~d
incurred in this study will be paid for by De.

en~elope

Sinc(~r~::ly,

I S11pport the study c;nd cncourat-~r,· j'()U to re,>pon(;.

i.vi11 1Je useful in loc:l:LH!, t-r.

tht~

h:ture.

ThC' inforor:EJ tion

APPENDIX B
ENDORSEMENT FROM CALIFORNIA SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION
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February 19, 1975

Mr. Mi tsu KUt'11aga:t

Office of the County Superintendent
of Schools, Sant.:t CL:u:a County
100 Skypqrt: Driw~
San Jose, California - 95110

Dear Mr. Ktuna.gai:
This is to advise you ·that. at its I\~brua.ry 9 m·.:::~=,i:ir>g, the
Board of Directors of the California. SchocJ. Bo<-:.rds Ass<>ci.ation
approved a motion to be listed as a spo~soring organization to
encourage member part:i.cipaticm in ycm:c d:Lssc,;:r:tation. study.
Sponsorship by this .l\ssoc:la tion does not :i.nvol·Jc' c:my fin-·
zmcial cowmib'T•ents to tht.:! l\£woci.ation in suJ-::>por~: of ·the expenses
of the study nor does i"c mean that. t.~1e As:.:;cci at
is in agree. ment vri th. any conclusions or su.mrnr-n:ies li~Yi:cd..
I'L: m2rely rr:.eans
that: the Association encourc..ges it:;; me;1~be::·2 t.o assi~'.t: yov. in
furnishing the necessary materials to ccm;lote
dissertation.

We would appreciate receiving a copy
stu.dy for our reference.

Brooks
Se(~r:t:-~t:tlr}~

your finished
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Harch, 1975

He~nbcrs,

To:

Selected Legis lv tors, Board

School Superint•.::ndents

Re:

Survey on Role Expectation of County School Superintendents. Please
disregard if you hdve already returned the questionnaire.

I need to have eight minutes of your professional tb!nking. As a
public school ad~inistrator in the Office of the Santa Clara County
Superintendent of Schools who is completing an advanced degr2e, I have
selected a topic dealing with the office of county superintendent of
schools in California.

In the last five years, the offices of the county superintendent of
schools have been under
ng extensive study by various agencies. In
the proces~ change ruay be taking place.
It is the pC~rpose of this :3 tucy to p·ovi:J~~ currec t information t:o
decision-uwkers regarding the attitudes of significan·:: P•O:OI·le in the
state school system.

It would be most helpful tc ne if you would compiete the questionnai.:ce
and return it to me in the enclosed, self-addressed envelope. The expenses
incurred in this study will be paid for by me,

Sinc:erely,

MITSU KmL'iGAI

HK/lk
Enclosures
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